
By Jennifer S. Pride, Florida State University

Time and distance gives us a more complete and accurate 

view of history/historical perspective. Today we know that the 

mythology surrounding the Second Empire is replete with 

Imperial propaganda meant to cement this period in French 

history as spectacular. Evidence, however, such as illustra-

tions, articles, and caricatures in daily newspapers, as well as 

contemporaneous photographs, including those sponsored 

by the regime, paint a picture of real life during this period 

of unrelenting social, cultural, and geographic upheaval. Yet, 

the Musée d’Orsay, drawing from its own collection, staged 

a show of Imperial grandeur that rivals the “fête imperial” 

represented therein.  The exhibition was on view from 27 

September to 15 January 2017.

The “Spectaculaire Second Empire, curated by museum 

president, Guy Cogeval, in collaboration with in-house cura-

tors Yves Badetz, Paul Perrin, and Marie-Paule Vial, presents 

a view of the Second Empire that perpetuates the myth put 

forth by the Empire itself. Nevertheless, each of the 13 rooms 

is a feast for the eyes and includes some of the most well-

known paintings from the d’Orsay collection, such as Manet’s 

Olympia. What makes this exhibition unique is that one views 

these paintings in a more contextualized setting than the 

museum’s normal chronological hanging. In the Spectaculaire 

exhibition, the paintings are situated within a carefully recon-

structed cultural milieu including decorative objects, furniture, 

sculpture, bijoux, and, in one room, music. Splendid, indeed, 

and spectacular, to say the least.

The first exhibition room, La comédie du pouvoir, focuses 

on the Imperial power-couple Napoleon III and Eugénie. 

Winterhalter’s portraits of the couple line the walls, but it is 

the Empress Eugénie’s coronation crown and diadem, placed 

in the center of the room, that dazzle the eye. The opening 

wall text reads much like a news story from our current, if not 

prophetic, political climate. The text notes that despite a life 

spent in exile and characterized by abortive political exploits, 

Louis-Napoleon was elected the first President of the French 

Republic in 1848 and in 1851, on the anniversary of his uncle’s 
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coronation, the “prince-president” spearheaded a coup d’état 

that transformed the republic into a hereditary empire. 

The text continues, “Louis-Napoleon quashed resistance, 

imprisoned his opponents, and muzzled the press, but rein-

stated universal male suffrage. The Empire was restored on 

2 December 1852 backed by a landslide vote from the French 

people. This brand of Bonapartism advocated by Napoleon 

III, which drew its legitimacy from the popular vote, ‘consisted 

of rebuilding French society torn apart by fifty years of revolu-

tions, and reconciling order and freedom.’ In order to ensure 

he was a popular figure among the people, the Emperor used 

images in the form of paintings, photographs, and engravings 

to commemorate and publicize the highlights of his ‘imperial 

epic,’ which was modern yet traditional Imperial propaganda.”

 In 1853, Eugénie becomes a pawn in this game when Napoleon 

III departs from ancestral custom to publicly announce his 

engagement with an official declaration. The highly-romanti-

cized wedding that followed bolstered the Emperor’s popular-

ity and the new Empress’s dedication to charitable causes was 

an immense asset to the new regime’s optics.

The next three rooms are devoted to extravagant dynastic 

events and Imperial decoration. Photographs and paintings 

of the Imperial wedding at Notre Dame cover the walls of 

Room 2. The ostentatious wedding served to legitimize the 

new Empire, as did the birth of the Prince Imperial who 

would continue the French dynasty. The Prince’s hand-craft-

ed cradle, designed by architect Baltard, was gifted to the 

city of Paris and serves as the centerpiece of the second room. 

The third room presents architectural drawings and plans for 

various ceremonial structures and installations demonstrating 

that even the most mundane events became cause for celebra-

tions, all in the effort to bolster the people’s support for the 

Emperor and Empire. The next room focuses on the rebuild-

ing and/or redesigning of Imperial residences such as the 

Tuileries Palace, the palace of Saint-Cloud, and the Chateau 

de Pierrefounds.

The art of portraiture is the subject of Room 5 where both 

paintings of photographs of society people signify the impor-

tance of bourgeois self-representation. Lush red carpet cov-

ers the floor as you gaze upon bourgeois faces in paintings 

such as Manet’s Balcony, Degas’ Belleli Family, Ingres’ Madame 

Moitessier, Tissot’s Circle of the Rue Royale, and Cezanne’s Achille 

Empéraire. Two large display cases contain dozens of portrait-

photographs and photos of celebrities and high-society life 

and leisure. Included in this theme of portraiture, and serving 

as the centerpiece to this room is Carpeaux’s sculpture of the 

Prince Imperial and his dog Nero beset by two massive gold-leaf 

candelabra from the 1867 Universal Exposition. This room 

successfully conveyed the extravagant lifestyle of the bour-

geoisie, not only because of the paintings, but also due to the 

uncluttered room which had a clear path for the viewer to 

follow. Up to this point and beyond, the rooms were cluttered 

and filled to capacity with a wide variety of objet d’art.

The following room continues the Imperial architecture and 

decoration theme of the earlier exhibition rooms by reveal-

ing the Greek and Catholic Revival trends. One wall includes 

paintings showing Napoleon III’s half-brother, the Duc de 

Morny’s invention of a seaside resort at Deauville. In the 

adjacent corner, there is a small alcove installation of the 

Emperor’s cousin, Prince Napoléon Jérôme’s Pompeian vil-

la. Rather than creating a total work of art, the painted walls 

and furniture seemed disjointed and out of place. Despite the 

curatorial attempt to create an immersive experience, these 

rooms were the least effective in conveying the material opu-

lence of the Second Empire.

During the Second Empire, theatricality in life and art reigned 

supreme as it does in the exhibition’s next two rooms: The 

Glittering Highlights of the “fête impériale” and Theatres under the 

Empire. Here the visitor is ensconced in the art of entertain-

ment – Offenbach’s La Vie Parisienne delights the auditory 

senses while navigating the large room filled to capacity with 

a wide variety of artistic media portraying Parisian nightlife. 

The walls are covered from floor to ceiling with posters, carica-

tures, newspapers, and paintings depicting modern night-life, 

salons, society balls, and masked balls hosted by the Court. In 

the same vein, several large watercolors by Eugène Lami and 

Henri Baron memorialize Paris as the entertainment capital of 

Europe. The excess of splendor in these rooms reinforces the 
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grotesque abundance of material wealth, self-importance, and 

lavish festivities of this period in French history. 

The only thing missing from this dazzling theatrical experi-

ence is the voice of the lower-classes. For example, the room 

features Baron Haussmann’s plans for the new Opera Garnier 

and paintings of Parisians enjoying the opera and its masked 

balls, but the wall-text notes that Haussmann demolished 

the area where the new opera was to be built, as well as the 

Boulevard du Temple and its old theatres to make way for 

newer, modern establishments. What happened to all the 

people who lived in these areas? What was their life like dur-

ing this opulent period in which the lower classes were torn 

from their homes and dislocated to the periphery of Pairs? 

Their absence from this exhibition signals a purposeful denial 

of the human texture that completes the picture of the Second 

Empire. Just as during the Second Empire, the curators over-

look the voice and experiences of the lower classes who made 

up a large part of the spectacle of modern life. 

The exhibition culminates in two rooms that replicate the 

experience of a French Salon and the Universal Exhibitions. 

Leading into the Salon is a small passage with gray walls fea-

turing on the right-side caricatures about artists and various 

expositions by Daumier, Thorigny, Menzel, and one by Gillot 

caricaturing the Salon des Refusés in La Vie Parisienne, 11 juillet 

1863. On the left side are photographs of various Salons by 

Gustave le Gray (Salon of 1852), Pierre-Ambroise Richebourg 

(Salons of 1857 and 1861), and Charles Marville (Salon of 

1865). These documentary and exaggerated accounts of the 

French Salons lead to an impressive room with red walls and 

paintings from floor to ceiling in the traditional Salon hier-

archical style. The wall-text explains that this room brings 

together a “selection of works from the Salon of 1863 around 

a key painting from the Salon des Refusées, hung in the typical 

style of these events.” The featured painting on the far-end of 

the room is, of course, Manet’s scandalous Déjeuner sur l’herbe. 

The interesting juxtapositions of paintings occupying this 

space match that of the Second Empire Salons. For example, 

Cabanel’s Birth of Venus, which was purchased by Napoleon 

III, is set at eye level on the right wall next to Flandrin’s por-

trait of Napoleon III in his Grand Cabinet at the Tuileries Palace. 

The highlight of this spectacular exhibition is the final large 

room dedicated to the Universal Expositions of 1855 and 1867.  

An ambitious amalgamation, this room features a wide variety 

of objects: furniture, such as the folding armchair designed by 

Viennese cabinet-makers, the Brothers Thonet, monumental 

vases from the Sèvres factory, silverware, sculptures, mirrors, 

porcelain, sumptuous jewels and crystals, from craft factories 

such as Les Gobelins and Christofle & Cie. In the middle of 

this celebration of the progress of industry is an immense and 

glorious holy water fountain in the shape of a cross compris-

ing 70 pieces of crystal gathered around a metal axis, a superb 

finale to a magnificent journey through the Second Empire.

Like the Second Empire itself, the exhibition is full of sumptu-

ous paradoxes that surprise and delight the viewer at every 

turn.  At the same time, the overabundance of objects – more 

than 400 in total, the music, crowds, noise, and the warm 

temperature resulting from the fleeting throng, disturb and 

delight the senses. In this way, the Spectaculaire Second Empire 

remarkably ascribes to Charles Baudelaire’s notion of the inef-

fable orgy of the crowd and the divine prostitution of the soul.

REMINDER: PLEASE KEEP YOUR 
MEMBERSHIP ACTIVE

Membership renewals for the calendar year 2018 are due on 
or before November 30, 2017. Please use the back page of 
this Newsletter to renew, or renew on line at www.ahnca.org.

We would also appreciate your help in encouraging your  
students and colleagues to join AHNCA. Thank you!
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GREETINGS FROM THE PRESIDENT

Dear Fellow AHNCA Members,

I hope this finds you well and ready for spring. I am glad to 

report that AHNCA’s activities at the 2017 College Art Confer-

ence in New York were very successful.  Enthusiastic colleagues 

attended our sessions, which were chaired by Ruth E. Iskin 

(Cross-Cultural Encounters in the Long Nineteenth Century) and Pe-

tra Chu, Elizabeth Buhe, and Emily Pugh (Getting Started with 

Publishing Digital Art History).  We also enjoyed a fascinating 

visit to the New-York Historical Society, where AHNCA mem-

ber Marilyn Kushner showed us nineteenth-century treasures 

from the collection of works on paper that she supervises.

Printed in this Newsletter are the official minutes of our annu-

al membership business meeting held in New York.  There we 

applauded the Editor of this Newsletter, Caterina Pierre, for 

her nine years of service in this important role; this is the last 

issue that she will guide to production, and we are particularly 

grateful that she will assist her successor in assembling the Fall 

2017 edition.  (An announcement of that appointment will be 

made shortly via email.)

This annual business meeting also featured a lively conversa-

tion about AHNCA’s programming at the CAA annual confer-

ence.  Our Programs Chair, Pat Mainardi, is keeping all balls 

in the air with her customary aplomb, and we look forward to 

keeping in touch with you what AHNCA will be doing next 

February in Los Angeles.

An additional round of applause is owed to the Dahesh 

Museum of Art in New York, which again hosted the annual 

graduate student symposium that has made such a difference 

in the careers of many emerging colleagues.  The 14th edition 

on March 26 was both superb in quality and well attended, and 

we are particularly grateful for the generous support of the 

Mervat Zahid Cultural Foundation.

Finally, if you have suggestions for member-focused activities 

this spring, summer, or fall—anywhere in the U.S. or Canada—

please email me directly and we will make them a reality.  

All best wishes, and many thanks as ever for your membership 

in AHNCA.

Peter Trippi

President

peter.trippi@gmail.com

ARTICLES
“Buenos Aires: An Art Metropolis 
in the Late Nineteenth Century”
by María Isabel Baldasarre

“Made to Measure: Eugène 
Guillaume’s Michelangelo”
by Claire Black McCoy

“The Perils and Perks of Trading 
Art Overseas: Goupil’s New York 
Branch”
by Agnès Penot

NEW DISCOVERIES
“Henry Cros, La Belle Viole and 
Circe, Flora, and Medea”
by Dominique Morel 

BOOK REVIEWS
Aloysius O’Kelly: Art, Nation, Empire
by Niamh O’Sullivan
Reviewed by Margaret 
MacNamidhe

Aubrey Beardsley: A Catalogue 
Raisonné 
by Linda Gertner Zatlin
Reviewed by Gabriel P. Weisberg

EXHIBITION REVIEWS
De La Caricature à L’Affiche, 1850–
1918
Reviewed by Dennis Cate

Unruly Nature: The Landscapes of 
Théodore Rousseau
Reviewed by Alexis Clark

Fantin-Latour: À Fleur de peau
Reviewed by Corrinne Chong

Noir: The Romance of Black in 19th-
Century French Drawings and Prints
Reviewed by Gabriel P. Weisberg

Spectaculaire Second Empire, 
1852–1870 (The Spectacular Second 
Empire, 1852–1870)
Reviewed by Petra Chu

Solidez y Belleza: Miguel Blay en el 
Museo Nacional del Prado
Reviewed by Clarisse Fava-Piz 

Alma-Tadema, klassieke verleiding 
(Alma-Tadema: At Home in Antiquity)
Reviewed by Roberto C. Ferrari

Wilhelm Lehmbruck: Retrospective 
Reviewed by Lisa Smit 

William Merritt Chase: A Modern 
Master
Reviewed by Alba Campo Rosillo

WHAT’S NEW IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY ART WORLDWIDE 
Volume 16, No. 1/ Spring 2017 Table of Contents
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MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING

AHNCA GENERAL BUSINESS MEETING

February 16, 2017, 5:30-7:00 PM

Hilton Midtown NYC

Minutes taken by Secretary Roberto Ferrari

An attendance sheet was passed around: 30 people signed in.

President Peter Trippi opened the meeting with a general wel-

come and thanks to all. He asked if there were any first-time 

attendees, and three people raised their hands. They were ex-

tended a special welcome and applause.

Membership Update - Peter Trippi for Karen Pope, 

Membership Coordinator

Karen’s summary of membership figures was printed on the 

back of this meeting’s agenda.  There is great news on new 

and renewed memberships: numbers are up from last year 

and more are coming in. (The figures distributed at this meet-

ing were 248 paid-up members for 2017, vs. 226 for 2016.)  

Karen maintains our regular membership communication 

system via email, which has helped with renewal reminders. 

Membership solicitation forms are being handed out through-

out the CAA conference, so there is hope for a few more mem-

bers by March 1.

Institutional memberships are declining, primarily because 

the institutions are not enthusiastic about our digital newslet-

ter. The Board generally has decided that, at this point, there 

is no reason to worry about this trend; we are focusing instead 

on partnerships with these institutions on a one-by-one basis, 

and on emphasizing individual memberships. 

There had been questions about the possibility of a lifetime 

membership category. The Board has decided AHNCA will not 

pursue this because there are complications keeping track over 

many years and because the long-term value of a lifetime mem-

bership ”lump sum” contribution declines over time. Rather, 

the President and Membership Coordinator may at times nom-

inate specific individuals to be assigned a lifetime membership 

and will present those names to the Board for consideration. 

Petra Chu, speaking from the floor, encouraged everyone to 

take out higher-level memberships if they can afford it and 

if they believe in supporting AHNCA, which operates on a 

“public television” fundraising model. All donations are truly 

appreciated.

Having been reminded by Roberto Ferrari, Peter announced 

that the Board had agreed that all students participating in the 

Graduate Student Symposiums would hereafter receive one-

year free memberships in AHNCA for the year in which they 

give their paper; hopefully they will renew each year thereafter.

Treasurer’s Update - Andrew Eschelbacher

This is Andrew’s first business meeting after completing his 

first year as Treasurer. He noted that everything is going fine, 

praising Yvonne Weisberg (our previous Treasurer) for having 

made the transition so easy. All things are stable for AHNCA 

financially speaking.  (Our checking account balance is $19,435 

and the balance of our endowment for Nineteenth-Century Art 

Worldwide is $44,681, both as of early February.)  Andrew noted 

one change made recently was to move our accounts to Bank 

of America, a national entity with locations almost everywhere, 

which will make it easier for future treasurers to transition in 

and out. AHNCA now uses Paypal for memberships, which 

seems to be working well; even if members send in (paper) 

checks to Karen with their completed forms, she can deposit 

them directly into our account at Bank of America.  (Karen’s 

membership report indicated that of the 248 memberships 

paid up for 2017 so far, 187 came via Paypal; 41 via check or 

money order.)  Andrew also noted that Paypal has been use-

ful and helpful for administration, but if there are concerns 

or suggestions of better software, please let him know. Peter 

added that AHNCA is still filing regularly/annually with IRS as 

a non-profit through our accountant based in Minnesota.

Programs Update - Patricia Mainardi

Pat announced the 14th annual Graduate Student Symposium 

on Sunday, March 26, 2017 at the Dahesh Museum’s space in 

NYC. We will hear nine papers from five international and 

four domestic students; this is a surprising shift from past years 

in that more international scholars are applying now. As usual, 

there were about 30-35 proposals in total, all of which were 

very good, so the selection committee found it challenging to 

get it down to just nine. Pat extended her thanks to the Dahesh 

Museum for its ongoing support of the conference and for pro-

viding refreshments on the day of the symposium.  She invited 

everyone to attend if they can.

Pat noted that AHNCA’s official 90-minute session at CAA 

(“Cross-Cultural Encounters in the Long Nineteenth Century” 

chaired by Ruth E. Iskin, held just before this business meet-

ing) was well-attended. Pat said that there were a number of 
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people she had heard from in-person and online who had 

great concerns with the modifications made in CAA’s confer-

ence program for this year. There is still some debate as to 

how many historic panel session proposals were not accepted; 

this seems to be a concern not just for those affiliated with 

19th-century art history but with all historical periods. (One 

prominent place to read about such concerns is the Facebook 

page of Prof. Michele Bogart of Stony Brook University.) Pat 

noted that even contemporary art practitioners had expressed 

concerns about the new conference format. Pat hereby asks 

all AHNCA members to please send her a copy of any 19th-

century proposals they will submit for next year’s CAA confer-

ence (2018) so that AHNCA’s Board will know (later) what has 

been accepted/rejected. Peter added that AHNCA requested 

this information from its members relatively late in the cycle 

last year, and thus did not get a full read on what was rejected 

vs. what was accepted. 

Pat added that no one should be embarrassed if a proposal 

is rejected; it is not personal, but a programmatic decision by 

CAA. She added that past history and statistics show that al-

though art historians comprise only 15% of CAA membership, 

they are the only group that stays involved in the organization 

long-term--from graduate school right through their career. 

Pat also noted that CAA’s new “pay what you wish” (min. $25/

day) registration was a sign that overall attendance was down, 

and added that it is up to AHNCA to see what we can do and 

to remind CAA of our concerns and needs. Peter added that 

any interested AHNCA member in/near NYC is invited to ac-

company Pat and him when they visit the CAA office in person 

to discuss these issues this spring. From the floor, Julie Codell 

noted that it seems CAA’s relationship with affiliated societies 

has changed considerably.   Peter concurred, noting how some 

societies seem to have been denied an official session at the 

conference and/or did not participate this year, while others 

have recently joined. He asked for us to defer further discus-

sion on this topic to New Business.

Newsletter Update - Caterina Pierre

Caterina said that the deadline for the Spring 2017 issue is 

March 10. She reminded us that the Spring issue covers ac-

tivities offered between May and October; the Fall issue cov-

ers activities between November and April. She acknowledged 

with gratitude all of the individuals who work as subsection 

editors. This next issue will be the last under Caterina’s editor-

ship, which she has decided to turn over to someone new after 

9 years, although she will shadow and help the next editor for 

the Fall 2017 issue. She added that she is gradually scanning all 

earlier newsletters so that they can be uploaded to www.ahnca.

org. On behalf of the Board and membership, Peter extended 

to Caterina our warm thanks to her for all her hard work for 

many years. He presented to her a thank-you card signed by 

many people in the room, along with an Amazon gift card.  An 

announcement of our new Newsletter Editor(s) will be made 

shortly.

Listserv - Peter Trippi/Petra Chu

Peter noted that at the bottom of the distributed agenda Petra 

had provided instructions for use of the AHNCA listserv. 

Those instructions also appear at the bottom of these minutes.  

He added that during the recent Board meeting there was 

agreement that the listserv should be used more often for time-

sensitive information. It is not competition for the newsletter; 

rather, they complement one another.

Nineteenth-Century Art Worldwide - Petra Chu

Petra reported that the Kress Foundation had awarded the 

journal a grant to organize a symposium on digital publishing, 

which was held in October 2016 at NYU. Part of that event was 

for the public, while another part was a private meeting among 

various peer-reviewed e-journal editors, the resolution of 

which was to form a consortium. This same group was sched-

uled to meet the day after this business meeting to discuss their 

plans further. Petra also noted that one of the problems all of 

the electronic journals seem to be facing is that they are not 

indexed by JSTOR; this is being addressed now.

Our Digital Art History Initiative funded by a three-year grant 

from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation has ended and been 

final-reported. This past summer (2016) a special guest-edited 

issue on the Greek Slave by Hiram Powers was funded by the 

Terra Foundation for American Art and the Yale Center for 

British Art. There is ongoing work to identify other funding 

sources for further support of the journal’s general opera-

tions and for digital initiatives. Peter also acknowledged all 

of the private fundraising that has been done by Petra and 

Gabe Weisberg. Our goal is to raise the journal’s endowment 

to $500,000 so as to lessen fundraising pressures on our edi-

tors in the future. Peter noted that NCAW has helped make 

AHNCA a leader in this field of electronic journals in the field 

of art history, and he thanked Petra and Gabe for their leader-

ship in this achievement.
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Old Business - Peter Trippi

Peter noted that CAA has not yet announced information 

about programming or structural modifications for February 

2018 in Los Angeles. Editor’s Note: This information has been su-
perseded.  Please visit http://www.collegeart.org/news/2017/02/27/
conference-submissions-for-caa-2018/.

New Business

Peter continued with CAA 2018 as an item of new business and 

brought up a question that has been discussed by the Board: 

whether AHNCA should have its own conference, either com-

pletely separate from or contiguous (in terms of dates) with the 

CAA conference. Peter clarified that this discussion is not about 

AHNCA disappearing from the CAA conference but rather the 

possibility of an additional half-day or full-day program of its 

own. General discussion ensued from numerous members.

Gabriel Weisberg suggested that such an AHNCA event should 

occur outside of NYC in another city. Peter noted that this 

would be particularly feasible if AHNCA decided to stage an 

event contiguous with the Los Angeles CAA conference next 

February.  There was some concern about the problem of peo-

ple not being able to afford to attend two or more conferences 

during a given year. Peter noted that Andre Dombrowski (ab-

sent at this moment of the business meeting) had brought up 

during the Board meeting the idea of including in any new 

program a keynote speaker who is an established scholar in 

19th-century art history as a draw for attendees.

Caterina suggested the possibility of AHNCA officially spon-

soring sessions at other conferences, such as SECAC, of which 

AHNCA is already an affiliated society. Some discussion re-

volved around how this would be coordinated, i.e. through an 

individual who does this automatically, a Board-sponsored ses-

sion proposal, or an individual asking for the AHNCA Board 

to approve their session proposal as representing AHNCA. 

Roberto Ferrari suggested that the currently-existing Programs 

Committee should regularly solicit proposals for conferences 

other than CAA and Graduate Student Symposium, making 

it a more active committee that would extend involvement at 

these and potentially other conferences. It was also proposed 

that the AHNCA Board ask CAA if it could provide us with a 

list of the other organizations that individuals associated with 

19th-century art claim to belong to, so as to help us understand 

what organizations would be worth looking at more closely.  

Several AHNCA members attending this meeting (among 

them Heather Jensen and Justine De Young) offered to inves-

tigate immediately how AHNCA can be represented at other 

conferences such as NCFS, NCSA, and SECAC.

Peter thanked everyone for these ideas and said that the Board 

would begin pursuing answers, including polling AHNCA 

members and speaking with CAA. There was no other new 

business. The meeting was adjourned at 6:42 PM and conclud-

ed with a reception.

**

AHNCA operates a listserv for everyone who wishes to ex-

change information and ideas about nineteenth-century art 

history. You are encouraged to use it to announce events, such 

as exhibitions and symposia; to request information; and/or to 

engage in discussions pertinent to the field.

To SUBSCRIBE send an email with a blank subject line to This 

email address is being protected from spambots. You need 

JavaScript enabled to view it. In the body of the message, put: 

subscribe AHNCA your name. Example: subscribe AHNCA 

Jane S. Doe 

To UNSUBSCRIBE send an email with a blank sub-

ject line to This email address is being protected from 

spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it. In 

the body of the message, put: unsubscribe AHNCA  

   

To POST to the entire list, send an email to: This email ad-

dress is being protected from spambots. You need JavaScript 

enabled to view it. 

If you are experiencing a problem, please email the Listserv 

Manager, Petra Chu (chupetra@shu.edu)This email address is 

being protected from spambots. You need JavaScript enabled 

to view it. 
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AHNCA Graduate Student Symposium

The Fourteenth Annual AHNCA Graduate Student Symposium 

in the History of Art was held on Sunday, March 26, 2017, from 

10AM to 5PM. The event was co-sponsored by the Association 

of Historians of Nineteenth-Century Art (AHNCA) and 

the Dahesh Museum of Art, and was held at the Dahesh 

Museum of Art, 145 Sixth Avenue, New York City. AHNCA 

especially thanks to the Dahesh Museum of Art for the Dahesh 

Museum Art Prize for the Best Paper, a gift from the Mervat 

Zahid Cultural Foundation.

The papers presented were as follows:

Fatma Coşkuner, Koç University, Istanbul, “Between Myth and 

History: The Mirage of the Galerie des Batailles in Nineteenth-

Century Ottoman Imperial Imagery” Winner: AHNCA Best 

Paper Prize.

In 1867, when Sultan Abdülaziz’s painting commission of a tri-

umphal narrative of Ottoman history was already underway, he 

visited European capitals and saw major cycles of battle paint-

ings. Fatma Coşkuner analyzes the influence of the European 

historical painting genre on changing Ottoman state artistic 

policy in the late 19th century.

Tom Young, University of Cambridge, “The Behar School 

of Athens and the Problem of the Public in Company India, 

1824–32” 

The prospect of an ‘Anglo-Indian’ public caused considerable 

anxiety in Britain. Yet in 1820s Patna an amateur art society 

called the Behar School of Athens was making powerful claims 

about using art to cultivate just such a political body. Tom 

Young examines this curious disjuncture.

Amber L. Wingerson, Smithsonian-George Mason University, 

“‘Glass That Decorates’: The History, Designers, and Stained-

Glass of the Church Glass and Decorating Company of New 

York”

The Church Glass and Decorating Company of New York 

(1899–1913) created and retailed a diverse assortment of re-

ligious and secular stained-glass windows. Its history, skilled 

designers, and works illustrate the development and range of

the larger American stained-glass movement at the turn of the 

century.  

Thomas Moser, Ludwig-Maximillian’s-University of Munich, 

“Seductive Objects: Rise of the Tactile Sense in French Art 

Nouveau”

In the late 19th century, the understanding of the human body 

underwent decisive reconstruction. By taking the body in its 

physical presence into account, an ennoblement of the tactile 

sensorium took place. Thus, touching was promoted to a genu-

ine esthetic experience as several Art Nouveau objects indicate.

Saskia Verlaan, City University of New York, “Real Fakes: De-

attributed Canova Nudes at the Metropolitan Museum of Art”

This presentation addresses a group of eight nude figure stud-

ies in the collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, for-

merly attributed to Antonio Canova. The contested authorship 

and intent of these drawings are investigated in light of 

issues including collecting practices, forgery, the copy, and 

drawing pedagogy. 

Caroline D. Shields, University of Maryland, “Nostalgia in 

Tahiti: Desire and Hope in Paul Gauguin’s The Royal End”

Paul Gauguin’s 1892 canvas The Royal End acquires new mean-

ing when located at the intersection of the nineteenth century’s 

multivalent notions of nostalgia. A framework derived from 

the present-day science of nostalgia, and grounded in period 

literature and science, reveals the capacity for optimism and 

growth in artistic representations of the past.

Thijs Dekeukeleire, Ghent University-University of Antwerp, 

“Art and the Shifting Implications of Male Same-Sex Desire: 

Jean Delville’s School of Plato (1898)”

Thijs Dekeukeleire examines the cultural specificity of the 

same-sex affection apparent in The School of Plato, thereby 

aligning art-historical analysis with queer critical theory. He 

argues that the canvas and its reception stand as a testament 

to the shifting implications of male intimacy in the fin de siècle.

Kathryn Desplanque, Duke University, “Scènes de l’Artiste 

Inglorieux: Honoré de Balzac, Henri Murger, and Graphic 

Satire from the Revolution through the July Monarchy”

This contribution argues that Honoré de Balzac’s 1830 Scènes 

de la Vie Privée and Henri Murger’s 1847–48 Scènes de la vie 

Bohème can be re-conceptualized as literary responses to 

AHNCA NEWS
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an already established corpus of Revolutionary and July 

Monarchy cultural production published in now-marginalized 

media: graphic satire and vaudeville.

Raphaella Serfaty, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, 

“Manipulating the Gaze: Challenging Spectatorship in Honoré 

Daumier’s Caricature”

Raphaella Serfaty explores Daumier’s images of spectators, ar-

guing that the artist occasionally subverted the expected equa-

tion between the observer and the object of observation. She 

unravels the performative function of the gaze as a dynamic 

strategy that created content while introducing components of 

the spectacle into the depicted scene.

Patricia Mainardi Awarded CAA Distinguished Teaching of 

Art History Award from CAA

Patricia Mainardi, Professor Emeritus of Art History at the The 

City University of New York (CUNY), has an exceptional re-

cord as a teacher and mentor, as well as a scholar in and a 

supporter of the field of nineteenth-century art history. From 

1985 until her retirement in 2012, she taught at CUNY, where 

between 2000 and 2006 she was the Executive Officer of the 

PhD program in art history. Mainardi continues to teach to-

day, both at Christie’s in New York and at Jiatong 

University in Beijing.

The letters endorsing Mainardi’s nomination 

speak of “her teaching and mentorship of stu-

dents [as] the stuff of legends,” and her lectures 

as “brilliantly articulated.” They tell us that “she 

pushes and inspires her students” while remain-

ing remarkably “approachable and encouraging.”

The letters also underline Mainardi’s dedication 

to her students, her generosity of spirit, her car-

ing, and her support. One student writes, “She . . 

. truly wanted her students to succeed.” Another 

speaks of “Pat’s engagement with helping her 

students to become professionals.” It is clear that 

Mainardi has always been interested in bringing 

out the best in her students. One student writes, 

“She seemed to see something in me that I did not, 

at that time, see in myself.”

The jury feels that Mainairdi is highly deserving 

of the DTAH Award for the eminent quality of her 

teaching and mentorship, the integration of her 

outstanding scholarship into her teaching, as well 

as her service to the art history profession.

Jury: Margaretta Lovell, University of California, 

Berkeley, chair; Petra Chu, Seton Hall University; and 

June Hargrove, University of Maryland.

Caterina Pierre Steps Down as AHNCA 

Newsletter Editor

Caterina Y. Pierre, Professor of Art History at 

CUNY Kingsborough Community College, will 

step down from the editorship of the AHNCA 

Newsletter. Pierre edited and helped to produce 

the AHNCA Newsletter since the fall of 2009, 

Alia Nour, Roberto Ferrari, Peter Trippi, Fatma Coşkuner, Patricia Mainardi, Petra Chu at the 
AHNCA Graduate Student Symposium. Photo by John Webley, Dahesh Museum of Art.

Thijs Dekeukeleire, Thomas Moser, Fatma Coşkuner, Alia Nour, Raphaella Serfaty, Patricia 
Mainardi, Saskia Verlaan, Caroline D. Shields, Kathryn Desplanque, Tom Young (absent: Amber 
Wingerson). AHNCA Graduate Student Symposium. Photo by John Webley, Dahesh Museum  
of Art.
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producing sixteen issues of the Newsletter for the AHNCA 

membership. Under her direction, the Newsletter became 

fully digital and hyperlinked, and was made available to paid 

AHNCA members via e-mail. This change to the Newsletter 

saved the organization hundreds of dollars per issue, and thou-

sands of dollars over the past eight years in copying and mail-

ing costs. She is currently scanning past issues of the AHNCA 

Newsletter that were never available in digital form, and plans 

to make those available on the AHNCA website later this year. 

She has also agreed to assist the incoming editor with their first 

issue, which will be published this fall.

Currently Pierre serves as the Co-Director of the Women’s and 

Gender Studies Concentration in Liberal Arts. She received 

her doctoral degree in Art History from the CUNY Graduate 

Center in 2005. She has published numerous articles on sculp-

ture of the Second Empire and the Third Republic in France, 

specifically on the work of Gustave Courbet, Jules Dalou and 

Marcello.  She also writes about American art, especially in the 

area of sculpture production by women artists.  Her first book, 

entitled Genius Has No Sex: The Sculpture of Marcello (1836-

1879), was published in 2010 by Éditions de Penthes/Infolio, in 

Geneva, Switzerland. She is excited to be preparing a new book 

on cemetery sculpture as political art in the late nineteenth 

century, and is stepping down from the Newsletter so as to 

spend more time on the book.

We thank her for her service to AHNCA and we are looking for-

ward to welcoming the new AHNCA Newsletter editor this fall.

The Newsletter of the Association of 
Historians of Nineteenth-Century  
Art is published twice a year, in April 
and October. The submission deadline 
for the Fall 2017 issue is September 1st. 
Submissions may be sent to:

Caterina Y. Pierre
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caterina.pierre@kbcc.cuny.edu

DEPARTMENT EDITORS: 
Symposia Lectures and 
Conferences: 
Christa DiMarco

cdimarco@temple.edu

Grants and Fellowships: 
Prizes and Awards:
Leanne Zalewski 
lmzart@gmail.com

Museum News and International 
Exhibitions: 
Orin Zahra 
ozahra@wustl.edu

U.S. Exhibitions: Brian E. Hack 
brian.hack@kbcc.cuny.edu

New Books: Corrinne Chong 
corrinnecareens@gmail.com

ADVERTISING RATES: 
full page: $300; half-page: $150 
(horizontal); quarter page: $100. 

Reduced rates are available for 
insertions in two issues: 
full page: $400; half-page: $225;  

and quarter page: $150.  
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SYMPOSIA, LECTURES, AND CONFERENCES

CALLS FOR PAPERS (SYMPOSIA), TO APPLY

Revisiting Rediscovery: Early Netherlandish Art in the Long 

Nineteenth Century (panel), Historians of Netherlandish Art 

Conference. Held at Het Pand, a former Dominican monastery, 

and hosted by Ghent University, May 24-26, 2018. (Ghent, 

Belgium)

Francis Haskell famously argued that the “rediscovery” of early 

Netherlandish painting in the nineteenth century was central 

to the notions of history and culture that undergirded the rise 

of the modern nation-states of Belgium and the Netherlands. 

This view has been enriched by recent scholarship on the 

medieval and Renaissance revivalist movements that took hold 

in both countries from about 1840 through the early years of 

the twentieth century. Yet the complex relationship between 

artistic and literary practices of the period and the emergence 

of a distinctly northern European history of art remains largely 

unexamined, and its implications unacknowledged.

As Léon de Laborde, Camille Lemonnier, Émile Verhaeren, 

Hippolyte Fierens-Gevaert, and, slightly later, Johan Huizinga 

published pioneering investigations into the world of Van Eyck, 

Memling, and Rubens, a similar retrospective spirit animated 

the artistic imagination. Painters from Henri Leys to Fernand 

Khnopff and writers from Charles De Coster to Maurice 

Maeterlinck embraced northern precedents as a key source 

of inspiration for works that were at once contemporary and 

rooted in a rich regional heritage.

This panel aims to explore the interplay between the visual 

arts and the nascent field of art history in Belgium and the 

Netherlands. It seeks twenty-minute papers which address 

how artists, critics, historians, and others working in the Low 

Countries and abroad developed diverse perspectives on 

their past that continue to shape our understanding of the 

subject. Papers addressing specific instances of revivalism 

and historicism are welcome, as are broader studies of 

historiographical and literary trends, which offer insight into 

how one era may mediate and even define a vision of another. 

Send a 250-word abstract, a 100 word bio, and a 1-2 page CV 

to rediscoveryhna@gmail.com by June 1, 2017. Papers must 

be based on ongoing research and unpublished. 

Chairs: Edward Wouk (The University of Manchester) and 

Alison Hokanson (The Metropolitan Museum of Art). For more 

information, visit: http://www.hnanews.org/hna/conferences/

HNA-Call-for-sessions-and-workshops09_2016.pdf

Climate, C19. Hosted by the University of New Mexico, 

March 22-25, 2018 (Albuquerque, New Mexico)

C19: The Society of Nineteenth-Century Americanists seeks 

paper, panel and roundtable submissions for its fifth biennial 

conference. C19 invites individual paper or group proposals 

on U.S. literary culture—broadly conceived—during the long 

nineteenth century.

 

The fifth biennial C19 conference welcomes readings of 

the capacious meanings of «Climate,» from meteorology to 

metaphor, ecocriticism to racial justice. Thinking about climate 

within the context of the long nineteenth century might allow 

for new modes of approach to such issues as the human, 

nonhuman, or posthuman; ethnicity; gender; sexuality; race; 

class; colonialism; land use; labor; aging; religion; enclosure; 

agriculture; food; subject/object relations; geological or deep 

time; energy; extinction; or institutions.

 

The nineteenth century witnessed the coinage of such terms as 

“ecology” and “climatology,” and it grappled with questions of 

agency and environment by asking whether human behavior 

had a collective impact on climate, or whether climate shaped 

human temperament and culture. For some, climate possessed 

an explanatory power to justify racial difference as well as 

differences in character and nationality. Climate could also 

go beyond the environmental to refer to a general aesthetic 

sense of atmosphere, mood, and opinion. To what extent is the 

term a euphemism for culture? How and when has the term 

been used to think against or beyond culture? Was climate 

invoked to articulate national and regional distinctions within 

a comparative framework or did it offer ways to think beyond 

the nation-state toward a transnational model? «Climate» has 

a special urgency in our present moment of anthropogenic 

climate change and resource depletion, crises producing 

monumental political and social uncertainties. The late-

eighteenth-century advent of industrialization is one proposed 

marker of the beginning of the anthropocene (or the epoch of 

measurable human geological impact on the earth), and thus 

the urgency of «Climate» today is simultaneously a nineteenth-

century topic, as well.
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The conference theme of “Climate” invites participants to 

explore the term’s various layers of signification from its 

meteorological relation to weather, atmosphere, and storms 

to its metaphoric association with mood, variability, and 

time.  In our own highly contested political climate when 

environmental, social, economic and racial justice represents 

an ongoing struggle, what does it mean to explore the climates 

of the nineteenth century?

C19 welcomes proposals for roundtables, workshops, dialogues, 

and novel presentation formats, as well as traditional panels 

and individual paper submissions. C19 is especially interested 

in proposals that reflect a diversity of institutional affiliation, 

academic rank, and disciplinary background. Please include 

at least four presenters on a panel, one of whom might be a 

respondent. The submission deadline is September 15, 2017. 

Chair: Carrie Tirado Bramen (University at Buffalo, SUNY; 

bramen@buffalo.edu). For more information, visit: https://

www.c19society.org/conference. 

VISTAS: 39th Annual Conference of the Nineteenth-Century 

Studies Association. March 15-17, 2018 (Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania) 

In honor of the 100th anniversary of Philadelphia’s Benjamin 

Franklin Parkway, the NCSA committee invites proposals 

that explore the notion of the vista in the nineteenth century. 

From personal gardens to public parks, from the street level 

to the top of a skyscraper, or from the microscope to the 

panoramic photograph, the nineteenth century was a moment 

when the idea of the vista changed from a narrow sightline 

to a sweeping, expansive view. How did theorists alter our 

historical perspective, broadening our notion of the world 

through science or religion? In what ways did power systems 

affect urban vantage points? How did man-made vistas reflect 

socio-cultural ideals? How did domestic spaces or nightlife 

transform with the widespread use of gas or electric lighting? 

How does the conceptual vista operate metaphorically? Topics 

might include horticulture, landscapes and seascapes, new 

technology, photography, sightseeing, film and the theater, 

urban planning, visions and dreamscapes, shifting perceptions 

of the gaze, or literary or artistic descriptions or depictions of 

viewpoints. In contrast, papers may consider the absence of 

vistas, such as mental or physical confinement or elements that 

obfuscate a view. 

Send 250-word abstracts with one-page CVs to ncsaphila2018@

gmail.com by September 30th, 2017. Abstracts should include 

the author’s name, institutional affiliation, and paper title in 

the heading. NCSA welcomes individual proposals and panel 

proposals with four presenters and a moderator. 

Conference organizers: Anne Krulikowski (West Chester 

University), Sarah Iepson (Community College of Philadelphia), 

and Christa DiMarco (The University of the Arts). For more 

information, visit: http://www.ncsaweb.net.

Curiosity and Desire in Fine-de-Siècle Art and Literature, 

William Andrews Clark Memorial Library. University of 

California, May 11-12, 2018 (Los Angeles, California)

“Curiosity, and the desire of beauty, have each their place in 

art, as in all true criticism. When one’s curiosity is deficient, 

when one in not eager enough for new impressions and new 

pleasure, one is liable to value mere academical properties too 

highly, to be satisfied with worn-out or conventional types.” –

Walter Pater

“What is termed Sin is an essential element of progress. Without 

it the world would stagnate, or grow old, or become colourless. 

By its curiosity Sin increases the experience of the race. 

Through its intensified assertion of individualism it saves us 

from monotony of type. In its rejection of the current notions 

about morality, it is one with the higher ethics.” –Oscar Wilde 

Victorian theorists of aesthetics such as Walter Pater and 

Oscar Wilde saw curiosity and desire working in tandem in 

the creation of beauty. And while these two quotations reflect 

the dissidence across interpretation of aestheticism at the time, 

they are united in their emphasis on passionate engagement 

and creativity as necessary elements of academic scholarship 

itself. The William Andrews Clark Memorial Library wishes to 

capture this spirited energy by bringing together scholars from 

around the world to explore the ways in which the fusion of 

curiosity and desire permeated the art and literature of the 

British fin de siècle.   

Submit 300-word proposals for papers or workshops to 

IWPSClark2018@gmail.com by October 1, 2017. 

Conference organizers: Joseph Bristow, Dennis Denisoff, 

Stefano Evangelista, and Charlotte Ribeyrol. For more 

information, visit:

http://www.ncsaweb.net/News/artmid/475/articleid/80/CFP-

Curiosity-and-Desire-in-Fin-de-Si232cle-Art-and-Literature.
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SYMPOSIA, TO ATTEND

Food, Glorious Food: Food at the Heart of Nineteenth-

Century Art. European Society for Nineteenth Century Art 

(ESNA), June 8-9, 2017 (Museum Aan de Stroom, Antwerp)

This symposium intends to study the various and complex 

relations between food, the experience of eating, and 

nineteenth-century art. Although food has always been a 

subject in the arts, the modes of production, distribution 

and consumption of nourishment changed radically during 

the course of the nineteenth century. Elaborate culinary 

experiences–which until then had been the prerogative of 

royalty and the aristocracy–became readily available for a 

much larger audience, who could dine in restaurants or feast 

upon descriptions of meals in culinary journals or columns in 

the popular press. Food decisively entered the public sphere 

and consciousness in cities where new sites of consumption 

in the form of mouth-watering food shops and restaurants 

emerged. At the same time food became a marker of national 

identity, of gender identity, of ‘taste’, of affluence, and of social 

and economic status.

Modern phenomena such as industrialization, liberalization 

of the market, urbanization, rise of the middle class, issues of 

nationality and gender, leisure time and economic upheaval 

affected the gastronomic field as well as the depiction of it in 

the visual arts. The term “gastronomy” in itself is a nineteenth-

century invention, referring to the intellectual discourse 

about taste and consumption. Culinary literature contained 

contributions by the journalistic elite, including established 

art critics and caricaturists writing or illustrating for the 

burgeoning daily and weekly presses and producing a shared 

language around consumption. This new fascination for food 

was reflected in the entire panoply of the artistic field, ranging 

from recipes, food literature, decorative arts and interior 

design to works of art and art criticism.

For more information, visit: https://esnaonline.wordpress.com/.

Around the World in 80 Minutes. Southeastern College Art 

Conference (SECAC), October 25-28, 2017 (Columbus, Ohio)

When Jules Verne penned Around the World in 80 Days (1873) 

with its exclamation that “anything one man can imagine, 

other men can make real,” he may well have meant the 

1867 Paris Exposition Universelle. Stuffed with scientific and 

technological marvels and overflowing with sculptures and 

paintings, wonders truly seemed possible there. This was not 

the first universal exposition, of course. Starting with the 1851 

Crystal Palace Exhibition (London), the ephemeral spectacles 

of universal expositions appeared in Europe, the United States, 

Australia and New Zealand, and, to a lesser extent, Asia and 

South America. 

The substantial historiography of world’s fairs and universal 

expositions has unpacked entanglements between modernism, 

nationalism, and international-ism. Research on these sites has 

also considered artistic, cultural, and national borders as well as 

troubled conceptions of the center vs. periphery. In extending 

this work, this panel aims to explore how, in putting the world 

on display, universal expositions narrated and forecast early 

global art histories. It further intends to examine these displays’ 

afterlives and to address how the art and architecture exhibited 

in these expositions came to be interpreted in relation to other 

exhibitions on the same grounds, such as industrial displays, 

anthropological surveys, and political congresses. 

Chairs: Alexis Clark (Denison University) and Zoe Jones 

(University of Alaska, Fairbanks). For more information, visit: 

http://www.secacart.org/conference.

Picturing Politics: Socio-Political Conflicts in Art of 

the United States, 1865-1929. Southeastern College Art 

Conference (SECAC), October 25-28, 2017 (Columbus, Ohio)

The United States was a hotbed for socio-political conflict in the 

years between the American Civil War and the start of the Great 

Depression. Issues of race, class, and gender came to the fore 

as the nation grappled with its identity due to the devastation 

of the Civil War, the drive to industrialize and compete in the 

global economy, and the changing character of the country 

following decades of immigration. During these years, the 

U.S. sought to rebuild the South and expand into the West, 

modernize and develop its cities, and reevaluate citizenship 

and suffrage. This panel aims to analyze representations of the 

resultant socio-political conflicts in media in the U.S. between 

1865 and 1929. 

Chairs: Elizabeth S. Hawley (The Graduate Center, CUNY) 

and Alice J. Walkiewicz (The Graduate Center, CUNY). For 

more information, visit: http://www.secacart.org/conference.

The War of 1898 and the American Imperium. Southeastern 

College Art Conference (SECAC), October 25-28, 2017 

(Columbus, Ohio)

With the turn of the century, international relations came to 

characterize the United States in a way it had never before. 

Cuban conflict with Spain threatened Americans living in that 

country. In 1898, the Navy sent USS Maine to protect Americans 
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living in Havana, but it exploded in the bay in February 1898. 

At the time, the US believed Spain attacked Maine, but this 

theory was disproven years later. This was the final event that 

propelled the United States into war with Spain. The war may 

have been declared on the false accusation of the Maine’s 

explosion by Spain. However, economic, political, and military 

factors justified the intervention. These included the need for 

foreign markets that support the emerging corporate market, 

the rise of a foreign policy guided by missionary impulses (e.g. 

with an interest in civilizing and Christianizing), and the interest 

in occupying a strategic position in the American hemisphere 

and Asia to assert its military and political power. Media 

makers, editorialists, cartoonists, filmmakers, photographers, 

and stage performers captured the public’s interest in the 

conflict, reflecting the colonial impulse of the wider public. 

This panel aims to explore the ways in which art was produced 

and consumed in support of the American imperium.

Chairs: Kate Lemay (Smithsonian’s National Portrait Gallery) 

and Taina Caragol (Smithsonian’s National Portrait Gallery). 

For more information, visit: http://www.secacart.org/conference.

Illustrated Exchange: Text and Image in the Discourse of 

Fin-de-siècle. Southeastern College Art Conference (SECAC), 

October 25-28, 2017 (Columbus, Ohio)

Between 1850 and the beginning of World War I, illustration 

developed into a significant genre of artistic production, from 

the Kelmscott Chaucer to visual interpretations of “The 

Raven”. Furthermore, journals such as The Studio considered 

both the craft of making and designing illustrated books, 

while also supplementing articles on the various modes of 

artistic production with both illustrations and good quality 

reproductions of works of art. Adopting a different tactic, Die 

Brücke artists imprinted woodcuts on their manifesto and on 

materials they distributed to their passive members. This panel 

invites papers that consider how the interaction of text and 

image in illustration helped to define modernism as well as to 

transcend regional boundaries.

Chair: Alice Price (Temple University). For more information, 

visit: http://www.secacart.org/conference.

“Every science should become art”: Visualizing Science 

in the Long Nineteenth Century. Southeastern College Art 

Conference (SECAC), October 25-28, 2017 (Columbus, Ohio)

The long nineteenth century saw the rise and professionalization 

of the modern sciences, which reshaped how citizens imagined 

the universe and their places within it. From medicine’s 

professionalization and the establishment of disciplines 

such as anthropology, pathology, biology, astronomy, and 

chemistry, to the publications of Charles Darwin, Louis Agassiz, 

and Rudolph Virchow, the long nineteenth century was 

transformed by science. Illustrated publications, periodicals, 

visual materials, artworks, pedagogical tools, including 

models, instructional charts, and diagrams, alongside 

organizations, societies, and departments of higher learning, 

helped to encourage, support, and cement the institutional 

and disciplinary hegemony of these newly professionalized 

scientific fields. While science is often framed as the objective 

antithesis to subjective artistic expression, this panel intends 

to probe their interconnectedness. The panel aims to explore 

the ways artworks aided the dissemination of scientific ideas, 

supported new theories or critiqued previous ones, visualized 

knowledge, and contributed to the rise of modern science 

from c. 1780-1914. Through this forum, the session seeks 

to understand how the visual arts contributed to scientific 

developments, promoted disciplinary agendas, and facilitated 

scientific understanding across diverse representational modes 

during this transformative period.

Chair: Naomi Slipp (Auburn University at Montgomery). For 

more information, visit: http://www.secacart.org/conference.

Women Artists and Feminist Historiography in and of the 

Netherlands. Southeastern College Art Conference (SECAC), 

October 25-28, 2017 (Columbus, Ohio)

This session aims to explore scholarship and historiography 

of women artists working in and around the Netherlands, 

c. 1400-1800. From Leyster and Hals to Cassatt and Degas, 

female artists are often described in terms of their patrilineage. 

This panel seeks to redress that tendency. In the early modern 

period, networks of women, schools, and studios suggest that 

women helped each other gain artistic skills and, even, economic 

independence. More recently, feminist art historians have also 

shaped how Netherlandish art by women and Netherlandish 

art generally is understood. How have collaborations and 

connections among women shaped art-making and art history?

Chair: Elizabeth Sutton (University of Northern Iowa). For 

more information, visit: http://www.secacart.org/conference.

“On-going ‘Interaction with Color.’” Southeastern College Art 

Conference (SECAC), October 25-28, 2017 (Columbus, Ohio)

Josef Albers’ book, Interaction with Color (1963), initiated a 

modern exploration of the interdependence of colors with 

vision, perception, sensation, psychology, and more. Artists, in 

particular, have interpreted the theoretical language of color 

with a unique set of aims.
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Renowned colorists from Eugène Delacroix to Robert Delaunay, 

Hans Hofmann, and Ellsworth Kelly explored the science of 

color/space perception as they struggled, at times intuitively, 

with the processes of optics, retinal imaging and pigmentation. 

They have demonstrated their subjective responses by varied 

technical strategies, experimentation and invention.

How do artists utilize contemporaneous theories/science on 

color—Chevreul, von Hemlholtz, Rood, and earlier concepts 

explained by Newton and von Goethe? 

How and why do they apply emotional, moral or mystical 

values to the color spectrum? In the early twentieth century, 

new understanding of radiant light, electromagnetic waves and 

the acceleration of time and space, more closely linked painting 

and painters to mathematical and scientific theories. A new 

visual language evolved; one that illustrated tele-topological 

viewpoints and optical sensations of radio waves. 

Papers in this session will interpret work by artists who invented, 

adapted or contributed to contemporaneous science/ theories 

of color, probing meta-concepts of cultural and symbolic 

studies of color over the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.  

Chair: Joyce Polistena (Pratt Institute). For more information, 

visit: http://www.secacart.org/conference.

Le Style: 43rd Annual Nineteenth-Century French Studies 

Colloquium (NCFS), November 9-11, 2017 (University of 

Virginia, Charlottesville)

“Style” refers at once to a singularity and to a way of doing, a 

way of approaching, a way of expressing, a way of being. Style 

attains the status of the absolute in the nineteenth century 

with Flaubert’s famous pronouncement: “le style étant à lui 

tout seul une manière absolue de voir les choses.” Indeed 

the nineteenth century brings the notion of style sharply 

into focus, inflecting, deploying, and experimenting with in 

an unprecedented way in a wide range of practices from the 

aesthetic and the textual to the social. The 2017 colloquium 

proposes to explore aesthetic and cultural manifestations of 

style: styles of thought, styles of artistic expression, styles of 

living, styles of dress, styles of writing, ways of reading. As 2017 

marks the 150th anniversary of Charles Baudelaire’s death, 

NCFS aims to reflect on his style-conscious writing and living. 

Conference organizers: Cheryl Krueger (University of Virginia) 

and Claire Lyu (University of Virginia). For more information, 

visit: http://www.ncfs2017.org/.

106th Annual Conference of the College Art Association (CAA), 

February 21-24, 2018 (Los Angeles, California)

CAA’s Annual Conference consists of four days and over 200 

presentations, panel discussions, workshops, special events, 

and exhibitions exploring the study, practice, and history 

of art and visual culture. As the best-attended international 

forum in the visual arts, the Annual Conference offers an 

unparalleled opportunity to expand your professional 

network, meet with potential employers, and strengthen your 

skills in a professional-development workshop, mentoring 

session, or portfolio review. CAA’s annual gathering facilitates 

networking opportunities and enables you to exchange ideas 

and information with colleagues from across the globe. 

Registration opens in early fall 2017. For more information, 

visit: http://www.collegeart.org/conference/. 
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NOTE: The Trump administration plans to cut the NEA and 

NEH. These fellowships are still included in this list, possibly 

for the last time. Please lobby to keep funding for the NEA and 

NEH!

FELLOWSHIPS & GRANTS FOR PRE- AND  

POST-DOCTORAL CANDIDATES 

The Amon Carter Museum seeks applications for the Davidson 

Family Fellowship. Established in 1996, the fellowship pro-

vides support for scholars working toward the Ph.D. or at the 

postdoctoral level to research topics in the history of American 

art and culture that relate to objects in the museum’s perma-

nent collections. The museum collections cover the period be-

tween 1835 to 1950 in painting, sculpture, drawings and prints, 

photography from its beginnings to the present, and rare 

books. Proposals from qualified individuals in related disci-

plines are also welcome. The stipend rate is $3,000 per month. 

The fellowship may range from a minimum one-month to a 

maximum four-month period of full-time research at the mu-

seum. Deadline May 30, 2017. Housing and travel expenses 

are to be managed by the fellow, although the museum is avail-

able for assistance in locating accommodations. More informa-

tion, please email samuel.duncan@cartermuseum.org. Full 

description, including application guidelines, is at: http://www.

cartermuseum.org/library/davidson-family-fellowship. 

The Center for Advanced Study in the Visual Arts (CASVA) 

offers an extensive program of fellowships at all levels and dis-

ciplines. Application for a predoctoral fellowship may be made 

only through nomination by the chair of a graduate depart-

ment of art history or other appropriate department. To be eli-

gible, the nominee must have completed all departmental re-

quirements, including course work, residency, and general 

and preliminary examinations, before November 15. 

Certification in two languages other than English is required. 

Candidates must be either United States citizens or enrolled in 

a university in the United States. The stipend for all predoc-

toral fellowships is $20,000 per year. http://www.nga.gov/casva/

casvapre.htm. 

The Center for the History of Business, Technology, and 

Society at the Hagley Museum and Library offers grants-in-

aid to assist short-term visiting scholars with travel and living 

expenses while using the research collections.. For Henry 

Belin du Pont Dissertation Fellowships ( four months, $6,500, 

free housing, and office) contact: Dr. Roger Horowitz, Center 

for History of Business, Technology, and Society, PO Box 3630, 

Wilmington, DE 19807-0630, E-mail: rhorowitz@hagley.org ., 

http://www.hagley.org/library-grants. For More Information: 

http://www.hagley.org/library-fellowships Submit applications 

online at: http://www.pachs.net/hagley/application. Deadline: 

November 15, 2017.

The Columbia University Society of Fellows in the Humanities 

will appoint a number of postdoctoral fellows in the humani-

ties. The $61,000 stipend is awarded half for independent re-

search and half for teaching in the undergraduate general 

education program. Fellows also receive a $5,000 stipend for 

research. To qualify, applicants must have received the Ph.D. 

between 1 January 2014 and 1 July 2017.  Deadline not yet 

posted [likely October 2017]. For further information and ap-

plication materials, write: The Director, Society of Fellows in 

the Humanities, Heyman Center, Mail Code 5700, 2960 

Broadway, New York, NY 10027. Web: www.columbia.edu/cu/

societyoffellows/. 

The Constance E. Clayton Fellowship at the Philadelphia 

Museum of Art provides upcoming or recent M.A. graduates 

in Art History or related fields from Historically Black Colleges 

and Universities (HBCUs) or other institutions with the op-

portunity to gain professional experience in preparation for a 

career as a curator or museum educator. Working under the 

direction of the head of the curatorial department in which 

this individual will be placed or, if the focus of the fellowship is 

on museum education, under the direction the head of the 

Division of Education and Public Programs, the Constance E. 

Clayton Fellow will receive a comprehensive introduction to 

curatorial or educational practice in a general art museum. 

This term of this appointment will be for one year, but can be 

renewed for a second year at the recommendation of the su-

pervising curator or educator and with the approval of the di-

rector.  The Constance E. Clayton Fellow will be mentored by 

a committee of members of the Museum’s senior staff who will 

serve as a resource for his or her professional development. 

Eligible applicants will be expected to have completed at a 

minimum a M.A. in Art History or a related field with an ex-

pressed interest in curatorial studies or museum education.  

An interest in working with the Museum’s collection of African 

American art is preferred, but not necessary.  The successful 

candidate will receive a competitive annual salary, standard 

museum benefits, and a stipend for travel and research. 

GRANTS AND FELLOWSHIPS
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Applications will be accepted through October 15, 2017.  

See http://www.philamuseum.org/jobs/. 

The German Center for Art History in Paris, offers ap-

proximately six fellowships a year for students (any national-

ity) to pursue their research in the arts and the humanities 

of Germany and France in the context of a pre-determined 

theme. Recipients are expected to be in residence for the du-

ration of the fellowship and to participate in the activities of 

the Center. Deadline not yet posted.  For information, con-

tact:  Deutsches Forum für Kunstgeschichte/Centre allemand 

d’histoire de l’art, 10 place des Victoires, F-75002 Paris.  Web: 

http://www.dt-forum.org/bourses.html E-Mail: gwedekind@

dt-forum.org  Tel.: 01.55.35.02.33.

Scholars who are no more than three years beyond receipt of 

the doctorate are invited to apply for the Hench Post-

Dissertation Fellowship, a year-long residential fellowship at 

the American Antiquarian Society. The purpose of the post-

dissertation fellowship is to provide the recipient with time 

and resources to extend research and/or to revise the disserta-

tion for publication. Any topic relevant to the Society’s library 

collections and programmatic scope, and coming from any 

field or disciplinary background, is eligible. AAS collections 

focus on all aspects of American history, literature, and cul-

ture from contact through 1876, and provide rich source mate-

rial for projects across the spectrum of early American studies. 

The Society welcomes applications from those who have ad-

vance book contracts, as well as those who have not yet made 

contact with a publisher. The twelve-month stipend for this 

fellowship is $35,000; the fellowship also includes reimburse-

ment of up to $4,000 to cover health insurance costs. Deadline: 

October 15, 2017. The Hench Post-Dissertation Fellow will be 

selected on the basis of the applicant’s scholarly qualifications, 

the appropriateness of the project to the Society’s collections 

and interests, and, above all, the likelihood that the revised 

dissertation will make a highly significant book. Further infor-

mation about the fellowship, along with a link to the online 

application form, is available on the AAS website, http://www.

americanantiquarian.org/hench.htm.  Any questions about 

the fellowship may be directed to Paul Erickson, Director of 

Academic Programs at AAS, at perickson@mwa.org.

Henry Moore Foundation Post-doctoral Research Fellowships 

will support a small number of two-year post-doctoral research 

fellowships in the field of sculpture studies at a British univer-

sity. Managed by the Henry Moore Institute, these Fellowships 

assist scholars who have recently completed doctoral studies to 

prepare a substantial publication or similar research output. 

The Foundation will award a grant of up to £21,000 per an-

num towards the fellowship. Applicants must have an affilia-

tion with a university department who will act as the host to 

the Fellow. Fellows will be expected to present the develop-

ment of their work every six months to the Henry Moore 

Institute, a centre for the study of sculpture based in Leeds. 

The Fellowships run for two years, however if the Fellow does 

not fulfill his/her obligations to the University in the first year, 

the second year’s funding could at the Foundation’s discretion 

be revoked. Deadline not yet posted. Contact: Kirstie Gregory 

(Research Programme Assistant), Henry Moore Institute, 74 

The Headrow, Leeds LS1 3AH, kirstie@henry-moore.org. For 

more information and full application details visit www.henry-

moore.org/hmi/research. 

Four Ph.D. Fellowships in Communication, Psychology, Art 

History, and Computer Science at the interdisciplinary Research 

Center Visual Communication and Expertise (VisComX), 

Jacobs University Bremen, Germany.  Fellowships cover liv-

ing expenses and tuition fees and will initially be awarded for 

1 year with the possibility of performance based extension for 

up to 3 years in total.  Please address your application to: Prof. 

Dr. Marion G. Müller, Director Research Center VisComX at 

Jacobs University Bremen. Deadlines for applications are: May 

1, 2017 and June 15, 2017 (upon special recommendation 

only). Applications will be considered immediately, and until 

the positions are filled. Electronic admission application form 

on the graduate admission website www.jacobs-university.de/

graduate-admission.

Kislak Fellowship for the Study of the History and Cultures 

of the Early Americas Sought by the John W. Kluge Center at 

the Library of Congress. The Kislak Fellowship offers a pos-

tdoctoral scholar the opportunity to conduct research related 

to the discovery, contact and colonial periods in Florida, the 

Caribbean and Mesoamerica. It supports research projects 

in the disciplines of archaeology, history, cartography, epi-

graphy, linguistics, ethno-history, ethnography, bibliography 

and sociology using the Jay Kislak Collection and other col-

lections of the Library of Congress. The Kislak Fellowship 

is open to scholars worldwide. It is awarded for a period of 

up to 4 months at a stipend of $4,200 per month. Deadline: 

TBA. Information : John W. Kluge Center,phone: (202) 707-

3302,fax: (202) 707-3595,email: scholarly@loc.gov: http://www.

loc.gov/loc/kluge/fellowships/kislakshort.html. 
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The Pre-Doctoral Diversity Fellowship program at Ithaca 

College supports promising scholars who are committed to 

diversity in the academy in order to better prepare them for 

tenure track appointments within liberal arts or comprehen-

sive colleges/universities. The Fellowship in Art History will 

support a doctoral student in one or more of the following ar-

eas: Latin American Art, Latino Art, the Arts of Africa or the 

Arts of the African diaspora. Qualifications: Enrollment in an 

accredited program leading to a Ph.D. degree at a U.S. edu-

cational institution and commitment to a career in teaching at 

the college or university level are required.  Prior to August 15, 

2017, the fellow must be advanced to candidacy at his or her 

home institution with an approved dissertation proposal. This 

fellowship is non-renewable. The fellow will receive a $20,000 

stipend, housing or a housing allowance of $8000, $5000 in 

research support, office space, and access to Ithaca College and 

Cornell University libraries. Interested individuals should ap-

ply online at http://www.ithaca.edu/hs/predocdiversityfellow-

ship/. Questions should be directed to the Office of Human 

Resources at (607) 274-1207.  

Barra Postdoctoral Fellowship at the McNeil Center for Early 

American Studies will appoint a recent recipient of the PhD 

as a Postdoctoral Fellow for a two-year term. The fellow will 

receive a starting stipend of at least $43,000; health insurance; 

private office space in the Center’s building at the northeastern 

gateway to the University of Pennsylvania’s historic campus; 

library, computer, and other privileges at the university; and 

access to the Philadelphia area’s magnificent manuscript, rare 

book and museum collections. Modest funds for travel and re-

search are available. During the two-year term of appointment, 

the fellow will teach two courses in an appropriate department 

at the University of Pennsylvania. All McNeil Center fellows 

are expected to be in residence during the academic year and 

to participate in the Center’s program of seminars and other 

activities. The remainder of the fellow’s time will be devoted 

to research and writing. While this fellowship is particularly 

appropriate for projects designed to turn a doctoral disserta-

tion into a publishable monograph, any project dealing with 

the histories and cultures of North America in the Atlantic 

world before 1850 will be considered. Proposals dependent 

on the use of Philadelphia-area archives and libraries are par-

ticularly welcome.  Applicants must have earned the PhD no 

earlier than 2008 in American History, American Literature, 

American Studies, or a closely allied field and must have com-

pleted all requirements for the degree when the term of ap-

pointment commences. Candidates who have received  McNeil 

Center funding for a related project at the pre-doctoral stage 

will not be considered. Submit all materials to: McNeil Center 

for Early American Studies, University of Pennsylvania, 3355 

Woodland Walk, Philadelphia, PA 19104-4531. The postmark 

deadline not yet posted. http://www.mceas.org/postdoctoralfel-

lowships.shtml. 

Trinity College, Ann Plato Fellowship. The sponsor invites 

applications for a one-year pre-doctoral or post-doctoral fel-

lowship to promote diversity at their nationally recognized 

liberal arts college in Hartford, Connecticut. Ann Plato Fellows 

will join the faculty in one of the college’s 30 academic depart-

ments or interdisciplinary programs, interact regularly with 

colleagues and students on campus, and work on their own 

research. Pre-doctoral fellows will teach one course during the 

year; post-doctoral fellows will teach two courses. Deadline 

not yet posted. Link to full program description: http://www.

infoed.org/new_spin/spin.asp. E-mail: Nancy.Horton@trincoll.

edu. Program URL: http://www.trincoll.edu/Academics/dean/

positions/Pages/Ann.aspx. 

The Society for the History of Technology offers the Brooke 

Hindle Post-Doctoral Fellowship. The award is for $10,000 and 

may be used for any purpose connected with research or writ-

ing in the history of technology for a period of not less than 

four months period of not less than four months during the 

year following the award. Applicants must hold a doctorate in 

the history of technology or a related field, normally awarded 

within the preceding four years or expect to have graduated 

by time of award.  Deadline: April 1, 2017 For information see 

http://www.historyoftechnology.org/awards/hindle.html. 

FELLOWSHIPS & GRANTS – ALL CAREER STAGES

The Alexander von Humboldt Foundation supports scholarly 

research and study in Germany.  It offers as many as 500 

Humboldt Research Fellowships annually to postdoctoral 

scholars under age 40 to support research for six- or twelve-

month periods, normally funded between EUR 2,100 and 

EUR 3,000 monthly.  Scholars may be in any academic field 

and come from any country except Germany.  Applications 

may be submitted any time; the selection committee meets 

three times a year to consider applications.  Contact: Alexander 

von Humboldt Foundation, Jean-Paul-Strasse 12, 53173 Bonn, 

Germany. (49) 0228-833-0. E-mail: info@avh.de or see  http://

www.humboldt-foundation.de/web/special-funds-new-laender.

html. 
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The American Council of Learned Societies offers Burkhardt 

Residential Fellowships for Recently Tenured Scholars, 

which support long-term, unusually ambitious projects in the 

humanities and related social sciences. Proposals in interdisci-

plinary and cross-disciplinary studies are welcome, as are pro-

posals focused on any geographic region or on any cultural or 

linguistic group. The fellowship carries a stipend of $75,000. 

Burkhardt Fellowships are intended to support an academic 

year of residence at any one of nine national residential re-

search centers: The National Humanities Center (Research 

Triangle Park, NC); the Center for Advanced Study in the 

Behavioral Sciences (Palo Alto); the Institute for Advanced 

Study, Schools of Historical Studies and Social Science 

(Princeton); the American Antiquarian Society, the Folger 

Shakespeare Library, the Newberry Library, the Huntington 

Library; the American Academy in Rome, and Villa I Tatti 

(Florence). Deadline: TBA. Contact: Office of Fellowships and 

Grants, ACLS, 633 3rd Ave., New York, NY 10017-6795; E-mail: 

grants@acls.org; web:  http://www.acls.org/programs/bur-

khardt/. Applications must be submitted through the ACLS 

Online Fellowship Application system http://ofa.acls.org/.   

The American Council of Learned Societies, together with 

the Social Science Research Council and the National 

Endowment for the Humanities, fund approximately eight 

ACLS/SSRC/NEH International and Area Studies Fellowships. 

Scholars who are at least two years beyond the Ph.D. may apply 

for 6-12 month fellowships to pursue research and writing on 

the societies and cultures of Asia, Africa, the Near and Middle 

East, Latin America, East Europe and the former Soviet Union. 

The Fellowship stipend is set at three levels based on assistant, 

associate, or full professor rank, funded at $35,000, $45,000, 

and $65,000.  Approximately 20 fellowships will be available at 

each level. Deadline: Fall 2017 Contact: Office of Fellowships 

and Grants, ACLS, 633 3rd Ave., New York, NY 10017-6795; 

E-mail: grants@acls.org; http://www.acls.org/programs/acls/. 

The American Philosophical Society offers the Franklin 

Research Grant to support research in all areas of scholarly 

knowledge except those in which government or corporate 

enterprise is more appropriate. The program does not accept 

proposals in the areas of journalistic or other writing for the 

general readership; the preparation of textbooks, casebooks, 

anthologies or other teaching aids.  Award is up to $6,000 for 

one year. Deadline: received October 1, December 1.  The 

Society also offers a Sabbatical Fellowships in the Humanities 

and Social Sciences for mid-career faculty of universities and 

4-year colleges in the United States who have been granted a 

sabbatical/research year, but for whom financial support from 

the parent institution is available for only part of the year. 

Award: $30,000 to 40,000. Deadline:  TBA.  For further infor-

mation, contact: Linda Musumeci, Res. Admin., American 

Philosophical Society, 104 South Fifth St., Philadelphia, PA 

19106. ph: 215-440-3429. E-mail: LMusumeci@amphilsoc.

org; website: http://www.amphilsoc.org/grants/.    

The Center for Advanced Study in the Visual Arts (CASVA) 

offers an extensive program of fellowships at all levels and disci-

plines. This includes the Senior Fellowship Program: Deadline: 

TBA ; http://www.nga.gov/casva/casvasen.htm; Visiting Senior 

Fellowship Program: Deadlines: TBA http://www.nga.gov/

casva/casvavissen.htm; The J. Paul Getty Trust Paired Research 

Fellowships in Conservation and the History of Art and 

Archaeology; the Pre-doctoral Fellowship Program: Deadline: 

TBA; and the Pre-doctoral Fellowship Program for Summer 

Travel Abroad for Historians of American Art: Deadline: TBA 

Visit: http://www.nga.gov/casva/index.shtm. Contact: Center 

for Advanced Study in the Visual Arts, National Gallery of Art, 

2000B South Club Drive, Landover, Maryland 20785.  Phone: 

(202) 842-6482; fax: (202) 789-3026; e-mail: advstudy@nga.gov.   

The Center for the History of Business, Technology, and 

Society at the Hagley Museum and Library offers grants-in-

aid to assist short-term visiting scholars with travel and living 

expenses while using the research collections. Scholars receive 

stipends, conduct research in the imprint, manuscript, picto-

rial, and artifact collections, and participate in the programs 

and colloquia of the Center.  Low-cost housing may be avail-

able on the museum grounds. Stipends are for periods of two 

weeks to two months, at no more than $1,600 per month and 

are available to scholars and professionals at all levels, in all 

fields. The Center also offers the Henry Belin du Pont 

Fellowship to enable scholars to pursue research for periods of 

two to six months and participate in the interchange of ideas 

among the Center’s scholars. Tenure must be continuous and 

last from two to six months. Stipends are no more than $1,600 

per month.  Applications for all fellowships are reviewed three 

times per year.  Deadlines: March 31, June 30, October 31. For 

information and application materials for Hagley-Winterthur 

Fellowship in Arts and Industries contact: Dr. Philip Scranton, 

Center for the History of Business, Technology, and Society, 

P.O. Box 3630, Wilmington, DE 19807-0630.  Tel: 302-658-

2400.   http://www.hagley.org/library-grants. 

Fulbright Grants are made to U.S. citizens and nationals of 

other countries for a variety of educational activities, primarily 

university lecturing, advanced research, graduate study, and 

teaching in elementary and secondary schools. The Fulbright 
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Scholar Program sends 800 scholars and professionals each 

year to more than 140 countries. Grant benefits vary by pro-

gram and type of award.  Complete catalogue of Fulbright 

Grant opportunities will be posted online at http://www.cies.

org/programs. Deadlines vary by grant. Council for 

International Exchange of Scholars, 3007 Tilden St., NW, 

Suite 5L, Washington, D.C.  20008-3009. e-mail: apprequest@

cies.iie.org. Ph: 202/686-4000.

The Getty Grant Program offers residential grants to schol-

ars the pre-doc, post-doc, and senior levels through its theme-

year scholar programs, library research grants, and conserva-

tion guest scholars program. A full description of the current 

theme appears on the website. The Getty also funds nonresi-

dential grants. Library Research Grants support research re-

quiring the use of specific collections housed in the Research 

Library at the Getty Research Institute. The Conservation 

Guest Scholar Program at the Getty Conservation Institute 

supports established conservators, scientists, and profession-

als in pursuing new ideas in the field of conservation, with an 

emphasis on the visual arts and the theoretical underpinnings 

of the field.  Graduate internships are also available.  Deadline 

(all programs) (receipt): November 2017. Address: The Getty 

Grant Program, Getty Foundation, 1200 Getty Center Drive, 

Suite 800, Los Angeles, California 90049-1685; (310) 440-7374, 

fax: (310) 440-7703; e-mail (inquiries only): researchgrants@

getty.edu. Web: www.getty.edu/grants or  http://www.getty.edu/

foundation/apply/. 

The Gilder Lehrman Institute of American History offers fel-

lowships in American Civilization for pre- and post-doctoral 

research. The fellowships support work in one of the five 

archives in New York City including the Gilder Lehrman 

Collection at the New York Historical Society, the Columbia 

University Rare Book and Manuscript Collection, the Library 

of the New York Historical Society, New York Public Library, 

and the Schomburg Center. Ten Gilder Lehrman Fellowships 

of $3,000 each will be awarded. Fellowships are awarded twice 

a year. Deadlines (postmarked): May 1, 2017.  Contact The 

Gilder Lehrman Institute of American History, 19 W. 44th 

St., Ste. 500, New York, NY 10036-5902; (646) 366-9666; 

email: fellows@gliah.org, web:  http://www.gilderlehrman.org/

programs-exhibitions/fellowships.  

The Hagley Museum and Library offers several fellowships 

and grants.  Henry Belin du Pont Fellowships support serious 

scholarly work. Applicants must be from out of state. 

Application is not restricted to those with advanced degrees. 

Stipends (for periods ranging from 1 to 6 mo.) may offer up to 

$1,600 per month. Deadline: November 15. Dr. Roger 

Horowitz, Center for the History of Business, Technology, and 

Society, PO Box 3630, Wilmington DE 19807-0630; email: 

rhorowitz@hagley.org.

IFK Internationales Forschungszentrum Kulturwissenschaften 

offers Visiting Fellowships to internationally recognized schol-

ars who would like to pursue their own research and are in-

terested to cooperate with Austrian colleagues. Applications 

will be peer-reviewed by IFK’s International Academic 

Advisory Board. For deadlines, consult website. Contact: IFK 

Internationales Forschungszentrum Kulturwissenschaften, 

Reichsratsstraße 17, 1010 Wien, Austria, Tel.: (+43-1) 504 11 

26 E-Mail: ifk@ifk.ac.at; http://alt.ifk.ac.at/about-en.html. 

The Institute for Advanced Study’s School of Historical Studies 

supports scholarships in all forms of historical research (see 

website for specific details). Qualified candidates of any nation-

ality are invited to apply. Application may be made for one term 

or two terms for $30,000 each term (September –December 

or Jan.-April). Deadline (receipt): TBA. Web: https://www.

hs.ias.edu/. Through the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, the 

Institute has established a program of one-year memberships 

for the academic year for assistant professors at universities 

and colleges in the U.S. and Canada. These awards will match 

the salary and benefits of the home institutions. Deadline (re-

ceipt): TBA.  Contact Marian Zelazny, School of Historical 

Studies, Einstein Drive, Princeton, NJ 08540, (609) 734-8300, 

e-mail mzelazny@ias.edu. Web:  www.hs.ias.edu. The Institute 

for Advanced Study will again join with the American Council 

of Learned Societies in sponsoring the Frederick Burkhardt 

Fellowships for Recently Tenured Scholars. Nine fellow-

ships of $75,000 each will be awarded. Application and full 

information on the web: http://www.acls.org/grants/Single.

aspx?id=352; e-mail: Grants@acls.org, or ACLS Fellowships 

Office, 633 Third Avenue, 8th Floor, New York, N.Y. 10017-

6795. Deadline: TBA for online application submitted to the 

ACLS at http://www.acls.org/programs/overview/. 

The Institute of European History, Department of General 

History, awards ten fellowships for a six- to twelve-month re-

search stay at the Institute in Mainz, for research in the field 

of German and European history since the 16th century. The 

selection is made by the department’s fellowship commission, 

which meets three times a year, in March, July and November. 

Consult website for stipend amounts and deadlines.  Contact: 

Professor Dr. Heinz Duchhardt, Institut fuer Europaeische 
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Geschichte. Abteilung Universalgeschichte Alte Universitaetsstr. 

19 D-55116 Mainz, GERMANY; web: http://www.inst-euro-

history.uni-mainz.de.

The Jacob M. Price Visiting Research Fellowships facilitate 

research at the William L. Clements Library, located on the 

central campus of the University of Michigan. The Clements 

Library specializes in American history and culture from the 

16th through the 19th centuries. Several grants of $1000 are 

available for graduate students and junior faculty whose work 

would benefit from use of the library’s resources. Fellows must 

spend at least one week at the Clements Library. Applications 

accepted between October 1 and January 15 each year. 

Contact: Price Fellowship Coordinator, William L. Clements 

Library, The University of Michigan, 909 S. University Ave. 

Ann Arbor, MI. 48109-1190.  Ph: (734) 764-2347; E-mail: bri-

and@umich.edu. Web: http://www.clements.umich.edu/fellow-

ship.php.  

The James Marston Fitch Charitable Foundation will award a 

$25,000 research grant to a mid-career professional who has 

an advanced or professional degree and at least 10 years expe-

rience in historic preservation or related fields, including 

landscape architecture, architectural conservation, urban de-

sign, architectural history, and the decorative arts.  The grant 

supports projects of original research or creative design that 

advance the practice of historic preservation in the U.S. There 

are also smaller grants of up to $10,000 that are provided at 

the discretion of the trustees. Deadline: TBA (Fall).  Contact: 

ph: 212-252-6809; fax: 212-471-9987. 232 East 11th St., New 

York, NY 10003. Web: www.fitchfoundation.org. E-mail: 

info@fitchfoundation.org. 

The John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation offers 

fellowships to further the 

development of scholars and artists by assisting them with re-

search in any field of knowledge and creation in any of the 

arts, under the least restrictive conditions and irrespective of 

race, color or creed. The fellowships are awarded to men and 

women who have already demonstrated exceptional capacity 

for productive scholarship or exceptional creative ability in the 

arts. Approximately 200 Fellowships are awarded each year. 

Deadline: TBA.  Contact: John Simon Guggenheim Memorial 

Foundation, 90 Park Ave., New York, NY 10016, (212) 

687-4470, Fax: (212) 697-3248; website: http://www.gf.org/

about-the-foundation/the-fellowship/.  

Kluge Center Fellowships, offered through the Library of 

Congress, support post-doctoral research in all disciplines of 

the humanities and humanities-related social sciences using 

the foreign language collections of the Library of Congress.  

Applicants must have received the Ph.D. within the past 

seven years.  Fellowships up to 12 months carry a stipend of 

$4,000 per month.  During the fellowship period, scholars are 

expected to be engaged in full-time research in the Library.  

Deadline: Varies by Fellowship, check website for details.  

Contact: American Council of Learned Societies, 228 E. 45th 

St., New York, NY  10017-3398; 212-697-1505; email <ruth@

acls.org>; web: www.loc.gov/loc/kluge/fellowships.  Kluge 

Fellowships, Office of Scholarly Programs, Library of Congress, 

LJ120, 101 Independence Ave., SE, Washington, DC 20540-

4860.  Email: scholarly@loc.gov.  

The National Endowment for the Humanities offers a variety 

of fellowships that allow individuals to pursue advanced work 

in the humanities. Applicants may be faculty or staff members 

of colleges, universities, primary or secondary schools, and 

independent scholars and writers. Tenure normally covers a 

period of from six to twelve months ($40,000 is for 9-12 mo.; 

$24,000 for 6-8 mo.). Deadline: Varies by fellowship, check 

website for details. Shorter projects may be funded by NEH 

summer stipends ($5,000 for two consecutive months of full-

time independent study and research).  Summer stipend ap-

plication deadline: September 30, 2017. Collaborative 

Research Grants support original research undertaken by a 

team of two or more scholars or coordinated by an individual 

scholar that because of its scope and complexity requires ad-

ditional staff or resources. Grants support full-time or part-

time activities for periods up to three years and normally 

range from $25,000 to $100,000 (the use of federal matching 

funds is encouraged). Collaborative Research grants deadline: 

December 6, 2017. Contact: Division of Research Programs, 

Room 318, National Endowment for the Humanities, 1100 

Pennsylvania, N.W., Washington, DC  20506. Tel: 202-606-

8200. E-mail: fellowships@neh.gov, collaborative@neh.gov. 

Website: http://www.neh.gov/grants

The National Endowment for the Humanities announces 

funding for its Scholarly Editions Grants program, which sup-

ports preparation of authoritative and annotated texts and 

documents of value to humanities scholars and general read-

ers. These materials may have been either previously inacces-

sible or available only in inadequate editions. Projects involve 

the editing of significant literary, philosophical, and histori-

cal materials, but other types of work, such as the editing of 
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musical notation, are also eligible.  Awards are made for one 

to three years and range from $50,000 to $100,000 per year.  

Deadline: December 6, 2017. Guidelines posted online two 

months before the deadline. Contact: (202) 606-8200 or e-

mail: editions@neh.gov or write Scholarly Editions, Division 

of Research Programs, Room 318, NEH, 1100 Pennsylvania 

Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20506.  Web: www.neh.gov/

grants/guidelines/editions.html.  

The National Humanities Center offers 40 residential fel-

lowships for advanced study in the humanities during the 

academic year, September through May. Applicants must hold 

doctorate or equivalent scholarly credentials. Fellowships up to 

$50,000 are individually determined. Deadline: October, spe-

cific not yet posted.   Contact: Fellowship Program, National 

Humanities Center, 7 Alexander Drive, P.O. Box 12256, 

Research Triangle Park, North Carolina 27709-2256. Ph: (919) 

549-0661; Fax: (919) 990-8535. Web: http://www.nhc.rtp.nc.us/

fellowships/fellowships.htm, email: nhc@nationalhumanities-

center.org. 

National Endowment for the Humanities Summer Stipends 

support individuals pursuing advanced research that contrib-

utes to the understanding of the humanities. Summer Stipends 

support full-time research and writing ($6,000/two consecutive 

months) on a humanities project for a period of two months. 

Applicants may be faculty or staff members of teaching in-

stitutions, or they may be independent scholars or writers. 

Deadline: September 30, 2017. Contact: National Endowment 

for the Humanities, Division of Research Programs, Rm 318, 

1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20506. 

http://www.neh.gov/grants/guidelines/stipends.html; email: sti-

pends@neh.gov. Phone: (202) 606-8200. Applications submit-

ted online at www.grants.gov.    

National Gallery of Art - Senior Fellowships for Advanced 

Study in the Visual Arts 

Fellowships are for full-time research, and scholars are ex-

pected to reside in Washington, D.C., and to participate in 

the activities of the Center throughout the fellowship pe-

riod. Lectures, colloquia and informal discussions comple-

ment the fellowship program. There will be one Paul Mellon 

Fellowship, and four to six Ailsa Mellon Bruce and Samuel 

H. Kress Senior Fellowships. Deadline: October 15, 2017.  

The Paul Mellon and Ailsa Mellon Bruce Senior Fellowships 

are intended to support research in the history, theory and 

criticism of the visual arts (painting, sculpture, architecture, 

landscape architecture, urbanism, prints and drawings, film, 

photography, decorative arts, industrial design and other arts) 

of any geographical area and of any period. The Samuel H. 

Kress Senior Fellowships are intended primarily to support re-

search on European art before the early nineteenth century. 

The Frese Senior Fellowship is intended for study in the his-

tory, theory and criticism of sculpture, prints and drawings, 

or decorative arts of any geographical area and of any period.  

Stipend amount: Up to $50,000 (plus housing).  Consult web-

site for eligibility and application information. http://www.nga.

gov/resources/casvasen.shtm#application. Contact National 

Gallery of Art, Center for Advanced Study in the Visual Arts, 

2000B South Club Drive, Landover, Maryland 20785. Tel. 

(202) 842.6482. Email: fellowships@nga.gov.  

The Research Fellowships Program of the National Gallery 

of Canada encourages and supports advanced research. The 

fellowships emphasize the use and investigation of the collec-

tions of the National Gallery of Canada, including those of the 

Gallery’s Library and Archives. Competitive fellowships are of-

fered in the field of Canadian Art; Indigenous Art; and the 

History of Photography. Applications are welcomed from art 

historians, curators, critics, independent researchers, conserva-

tors, conservation scientists and other professionals in the visual 

arts, museology and related disciplines in the humanities and 

social sciences, who have a graduate degree or equivalent pub-

lication history. The fellowships are open to international com-

petition. Fellowships are tenable only at the National Gallery 

of Canada. Awards can be up to $5,000 a month, including 

expenses and stipend, to a maximum of $30,000. Deadline: 

TBA. For application procedures, please consult the website: 

www.gallery.ca or contact: Jonathan Franklin, Chief, Library, 

Archives and Research Fellowships Program, National Gallery 

of Canada, P.O. Box 427, Station A, Ottawa, Ontario, K1N 9N4, 

Canada, telephone (613) 990-0590; fax (613) 990-6190.

The National Humanities Center in Research Triangle Park, 

NC, offers fellowships for advanced study in all fields of the 

humanities. Fellows are assisted in finding suitable housing 

and must be in residence for the academic year (September-

May).  Resources include the libraries at Duke University, the 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and North 

Carolina State University, and the Center maintains a refer-

ence collection.  Senior and younger scholars are eligible; 

younger scholars should be engaged in research well beyond 

their dissertations.  Terms: Fellowships up to $50,000 are indi-

vidually determined, depending upon the needs of the Fellow 

and the ability of the Center to meet them.  Fellowships are 

intended to maintain scholars at full salary during their year 
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of research. Deadline: October 1st (Tentative).  Contact: 

Fellowship Program, National Humanities Center, 7 Alexander 

Drive, P.O. Box 12256, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709-

2256.  Tel: 919-549-0661; email: nhc@nationalhumanitiescen-

ter.org Web: http://www.nhc.rtp.nc.us/fellowships/appltoc.htm. 

The Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study is a scholarly com-

munity where individuals pursue advanced work across a wide 

range of academic disciplines, professions, or creative arts. 

Radcliffe Institute fellowships are designed to support schol-

ars, scientists, artists, and writers of exceptional promise and 

demonstrated accomplishment. In recognition of Radcliffe’s 

historic mission, the Radcliffe Institute sustains a continuing 

commitment to the study of women, gender, and society. 

Women and men from across the United States and through-

out the world, including developing countries, are encouraged 

to apply. Residence in the Boston area and participation in the 

Institute community are required during the fellowship year.  

Stipends are funded up to $70,000 for one year with additional 

funds for project expenses. Deadline: TBA.  Contact: Radcliffe 

Fellowship Program, 8 Garden Street, Byerly Hall, Cambridge, 

MA 02138. Tel: 617-496-1324; email fellowships@radcliffe.

harvard.edu, or http://www.radcliffe.edu/fellowship_program.

aspx.

The Social Science Research Council sponsors fellowship and 

grant programs on a wide range of topics, and across many 

different career stages. Most support goes to pre-dissertation, 

dissertation, and postdoctoral fellowships. Some programs 

support summer institutes and advanced research grants. 

Although most programs target the social sciences, many are 

also open to applicants from the humanities.  Programs rele-

vant to the history of art and visual culture include Abe 

Fellowships, The Berlin Program for Advanced German and 

European Studies, The Eurasia Program, ACLS/SSRC/NEH 

International and Area Studies Fellowships, and Japan Studies.  

Deadlines vary program to program. For application and fur-

ther information, contact: Fellowship Office, SSRC, 810 

Seventh Ave., New York, NY 10019. Web: www.ssrc.org/fellow-

ships/ or http://www.ssrc.org/fellowships/all/. Ph: 212-377-2700, 

ext. 500; web: www.ssrc.org; E-mail: fellowships@ssrc.org. 

The Sterling & Francine Clark Art Institute offers 15-20 Clark 

Fellowships each year. Tenure = less than a month to ten months 

(year runs July 1-June 30) with generous stipends, dependent 

on salary and sabbatical replacement needs. Housing is provid-

ed. National and international scholars, critics, and museum 

professionals are encouraged to apply. Fellows are given access 

to the Institution’s collections and library, all located together 

with the Williams College Graduate Program in the History of 

Art. The Beinecke Fellowship is endowed by the devoted chair 

of the Research and Academic Program Trustee Committee, 

Frederick W. Beinecke, and is awarded to a noted senior schol-

ar for one semester. The Clark/Oakley Humanities Fellowship, 

offered by the Clark in conjunction with the Oakley Center 

for the Humanities and Social Sciences at Williams College, is 

intended for a scholar in the humanities whose work takes an 

interdisciplinary approach to some aspect of the visual. The 

Clark/Centre Allemand Fellowship is awarded for a project 

centered on French art and culture. All deadlines (receipt): 

October 15, 2017. All applicants must complete an applica-

tion form, available on this website. For more information, call 

413 458 0469, or e-mail Research and Academic Program (on-

line form). Web: http://www.clarkart.edu/About/employment/

positions/Associate-Director,-Research-Academic-Program. 

To encourage and enrich international partnerships and to 

deepen research and dialogue, for the next two years the Terra 

Foundation will offer three types of Exhibition Research & 

Development Grants: 

· US Curatorial Travel Grants for Travel outside the United 

States can be used to seek curatorial and/or institutional part-

ners and venues; conduct research in public and private art 

collections, archives, and libraries; and meet with specialists.

· Convening Grants for Internationally Collaborative 

Exhibitions allow for a team of curators, professors, and/or ad-

vising scholars from at least two institutions (located in differ-

ent countries) to convene in person.

· International Curatorial Travel Grants enable international 

curators to travel to the US to research and develop specific 

exhibition ideas about historical American art.

The last application deadline is September 15, 2017. For more 

information, please visit:

http://www.terraamericanart.org/what-we-offer/grant-fellow-

ship-opportunities/exhibition-research-development-grants/. 

For a complete listing of Terra Foundation academic awards, 

fellowships, and grant opportunities, please www.visitter-

raamericanart.org.  

The University of Delaware Library and the Delaware Art 

Museum announce a joint Fellowship in Pre-Raphaelite stud-

ies. This short-term, one-month, residential Fellowship (sti-

pend is up to $3,000) is intended for scholars conducting sig-

nificant research in the lives and works of the Pre-Raphaelites 

and their friends, associates, and followers.  The Fellowship is 

open to those who hold a Ph.D. or can demonstrate equivalent 

professional or academic experience. . Deadline: October 2017 
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(Tentative).  For more information write to Pre-Raphaelite 

Studies Fellowship Committee, Delaware Art Museum, 2301 

Kentmere Parkway, Wilmington, DE 19806 USA, or visit http://

www.delart.org/about/opportunities/

University of Delaware/Delaware Art Museum Fellowship 

in Pre-Raphaelite Studies. This short-term, one-month 

Fellowship, awarded annually, is intended for scholars con-

ducting significant research in the lives and works of the Pre-

Raphaelites and their friends, associates, and followers. The 

recipient will be expected to be in residence and to make use 

of the resources of both the Delaware Art Museum and the 

University of Delaware Library. The recipient may also take 

advantage of these institutions’ proximity to other collections, 

such as the Winterthur Museum and Library, the Philadelphia 

Museum of Art, the Princeton University Library, and the Bryn 

Mawr College Library. Each recipient is expected to partici-

pate in an informal colloquium on the subject of his or her re-

search during the course of Fellowship residence. Up to $3,000 

is available for the one-month Fellowship. The Fellowship 

is intended for those who hold a Ph.D. or can demonstrate 

equivalent professional or academic experience. The deadline 

is October 2017 (Tentative). Web: http://www.delart.org/about/

opportunities/

The William T. Grant Scholars Program supports promising 

early career researchers from diverse disciplines. Each fellow 

receives $300,000 distributed over a 5-yr period. Investigators 

in any discipline, at all non-profit institutions worldwide, are 

eligible. Applicants should be pre-tenure or in a similar early 

career status if in a non-tenure track position. The award may 

not be used as a post-doctoral fellowship. Applicants must be 

within seven years of receipt of their terminal degree at the 

time of application. Awards are made to the applicant’s institu-

tion, providing support of $60,000 per year. The William T. 

Grant Scholars Award must not replace the institution’s cur-

rent support of the applicant’s research.  Inquiry Deadline: 

May 3, 2017.  Contact: William T. Grant Scholars Program, 

570 Lexington Ave., 18th Floor, New York, NY 10022-6837, 

212/752-0071. Web:  http://www.wtgrantfoundation.org/.

The American Academy in Rome announces its Rome Prize 

competition. Each year, through a national competition, the 

Rome Prize is awarded to 15 emerging artists and 15 scholars 

(working in Ancient, Medieval, Renaissance and early Modern, 

or Modern Italian Studies). Rome Prize winners receive room 

and board and a study or studio. Six- and 11-month fellow-

ships are awarded, carrying stipends Winners of 6-month and 

11-month fellowships receive stipends of $14,000 and $26,000, 

respectively. The Academy community also includes invited 

Residents and international Affiliated Fellows. Deadline: 

November 1, 2017. To determine eligibility, etc., visit www.aar-

ome.org   or contact the American Academy in Rome, 7 East 

60th Street, New York, NY 10022, Attn: Programs Department. 

T: (212) 751-7200; F: (212) 751-7220; email: info@aarome.org. 

The American Historical Association offers several book priz-

es for outstanding works in the field of history.   The Herbert 

Baxter Adams Prize for a work in the field of European his-

tory from 1815 through the 20th century; the James A. Rawley 

Prize in Atlantic History for historical writing that explores 

the integration of Atlantic worlds before the twentieth centu-

ry; the J. Russell Major Prize for the best work in English on 

any aspect of French history and the George Louis Beer Prize 

in European international history since 1895 century. The 

Albert J. Beveridge Award in American history recognizes a 

distinguished book on the history of the United States, Latin 

America, or Canada, from 1492 to the present. Deadline for all 

submissions: May 15, 2017.   For complete competition guide-

lines, contact: Book Prize Administrator, American Historical 

Association, 400 A St., SE Washington, D.C. 20003-3889. Te. 

(202) 544.2422, email: jfolmer@historians.org; web: www.his-

torians.org/prizes/index.cfm. 

The Archives of American Art Graduate Research Essay 

Prize Funded by the Dedalus Foundation, Inc. is awarded to 

an original essay that engages with the holdings of the 

Smithsonian’s Archives of American Art. The winning entry 

will present an innovative argument supported by the primary 

sources at the Archives, which include letters, photographs, 

diaries, oral history interviews, and much more. Award in-

cludes: A cash prize of $1,000 ; One year’s subscription to the 

Archives of American Art Journal ; The award-winning essay 

PRIZES AND AWARDS
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will be forwarded to the editor of the Archives of American Art 

Journal for peer review and possible publication. The compe-

tition is open to anyone currently enrolled in a graduate pro-

gram in art history, visual studies, American studies, or related 

fields. Essays must be written in American English. Essays 

must not be under consideration for publication elsewhere. 

Word limit: 5,000–8,000 words, inclusive of endnotes and refe-

rences. Email your submission as an attachment to AAAPrize@

si.edu, including: A cover sheet with the essay title, author 

name and contact information, your dissertation or thesis topic 

or title (if known), name of academic advisor, department/pro-

gram, and university. (The author should not be identified 

anywhere else in the submission.) An abstract of no more than 

250 words. The essay text, double-spaced, with endnotes. 

Please do not use headers or footers. Text and notes should 

conform to The Chicago Manual of Style, 16th ed. A PDF of all 

proposed illustrations, numbered, with complete captions.

Brief statement about how you become aware of the Archives 

of American Art Graduate Research Essay Prize Funded by 

the Dedalus Foundation, Inc. Deadline: July 1, 2017.

Questions or comments may be emailed to AAAprize@si.edu.  

The Dactyl Foundation offers a $1,000 award for essays on lit-

erary, aesthetic, or cultural theory. Essays may be submitted by 

the author or nominated by another individual. Length open. 

Published or unpublished, no deadline.  Send via regular mail 

to Victoria N. Alexander, 64 Grand Street, New York, NY 

10013.  Web: www.dactyl.org; email: essays@dactyl.org.

Historians of British Art awards three prizes for books on 

British art in the following categories: pre-1800, post-1800, 

and multi-authored book. To nominate a publication, please 

contact the committee chair, Douglas Fordham, at Fordham@

virginia.edu. Travel Awards are designated for a graduate 

student member of HBA who will be presenting a paper on 

British art or visual culture at an academic conference. The 

award of $750 is intended to offset travel costs. To apply, send 

a letter of request, a copy of the letter of acceptance from the 

organizer of the conference session, an abstract of the paper 

to be presented, a budget of estimated expenses (noting what 

items may be covered by other resources), and a CV to Renate 

Dohmen, Prize Committee Chair, HBA,  London7806@aol.

com. Deadline: September 2017 (Tentative). See http://www.

historiansofbritishart.org/Prizes.asp. 

The Nineteenth Century Studies Association (NCSA) is pleased 

to announce the NCSA Article Prize, which recognizes excel-

lence in scholarly studies from any discipline focusing on any 

aspect of the long 19th century (French Revolution to World 

War I). The winner will receive a cash award of $500 to be pre-

sented at the Annual NCSA Conference. Articles published be-

tween January 1 and June 30 of the prior year are eligible for 

consideration and may be submitted by the author or the pub-

lisher of a journal, anthology, or volume containing indepen-

dent essays. The submission of essays that take an interdisci-

plinary approach is especially encouraged. The winning article 

will be selected by a committee of nineteenth-century scholars 

representing diverse disciplines. Applicants are encouraged to 

attend the conference at which the prize will be awarded. Send 

one PDF file electronically of published articles/essays, includ-

ing the publication’s name/volume/date etc. to the chair of the 

committee at the following email address: sjaret@carleton.edu. 

All submissions via email will be acknowledged; queries should 

be addresses to Professor Susan Jaret McKinstry at the same 

email address. Applicants must verify date of actual publica-

tion for eligibility, and one entry per scholar or publisher is 

allowed annually. Articles that appeared in print in a journal 

or edited collection are eligible; if the work appeared between 

the dates above, then it is eligible. Essays published in online, 

peer-reviewed journals are considered to be “in print” and are 

thus eligible. Essays written in part or entirely in a language 

other than English must be accompanied by English transla-

tions. There is also a Emerging Scholars Award. Deadline: 

July 1, 2017. For more information, see http://www.ncsaweb.

net/Awards-and-Prizes. 

The Phi Beta Kappa Society has been granted the opportu-

nity to foster continuing education through two foreign study 

fellowships. The Mary Isabel Sibley Fellowship ($20,000) is 

awarded annually to young women who wish to study Greek 

or French language and literature. The Walter J. Jensen 

Fellowship ($10,000) aimed to help educators and researchers 

improve the study of French in the U.S., is awarded annually 

for six months of study in France.  Phi Beta Kappa also recog-

nizes those who work to preserve and promote the liberal arts 

and sciences.  The Sidney Hook Award  ($7,500) recognizes 

national distinction by a single scholar in each of three endeav-

ors scholarship, undergraduate teaching and leadership in the 

cause of liberal arts education.  The Award for Distinguished 

Service to the Humanities is given to recognized individuals 

who have made significant contributions in the field of the 

humanities. The Fellows Award honors an individual who has 

demonstrated scholarly achievement and excellence in his 

or her chosen field and who, by work and life, has exempli-

fied the goals and ideals of Phi Beta Kappa.  Phi Beta Kappa 

Society, 1606 New Hampshire Ave. NW, Washington, DC 2009. 

Tel. (202) 265-3808. Email: info@pbk.org. For deadline and 
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application information, consult website: http://www.phikap-

paphi.org/Web/Awards/Fellowship.html

The Rudolf Jahns Prize (10,000 Euros) is given every two 

years to art historians, journalists and curators/exhibition 

organizers early in their careers who are engaged in proj-

ects related to Rudolf Jahns and/or his period.  Both al-

ready completed and planned projects are eligible. Deadline 

TBA. Contact: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Kunstbibliothek, 

Matthäikirchplatz 6, D-10785 Berlin, or:  Rudolf Jahns-

Stiftung, (Attn: Rudolf Jahns Preis 2004), Leopold Zunz Weg 9, 

D-32756 Detmold. Web: http://www.rudolf-jahns-stiftung.de/.

Smithsonian American Art Museum is now accepting nomina-

tions for the Charles C. Eldredge Prize. The prize is awarded 

annually by the Museum for outstanding scholarship in the 

field of American art. A cash award of $3,000 is made to the 

author of a recent book-length publication that provides new 

insight into works of art, the artists who made them, or aspects 

of history and theory that enrich our understanding of the ar-

tistic heritage of the United States. The Eldredge Prize seeks 

to recognize originality and thoroughness of research, excel-

lence of writing, clarity of method, and significance for pro-

fessional or public audiences. It is especially meant to honor 

those authors who deepen or focus debates in the field, or who 

broaden the discipline by reaching beyond traditional bound-

aries. Single-author books devoted to any aspect of the visual 

arts of the United States and published in the three previous 

calendar years are eligible. To nominate a book, send a one-

page letter explaining the work’s significance to the field of 

American art history and discussing the quality of the author’s 

scholarship and methodology. Nominations by authors or pub-

lishers for their own books will not be considered. The dead-

line for nominations is December 1, 2017. Please send them 

to: The Charles C. Eldredge Prize, Research and Scholars 

Center, Smithsonian American Art Museum, P.O. Box 37012, 

MRC 970, Washington, D.C. 20013-7012. Nominations will 

also be accepted by email: eldredge@si.edu or fax: (202) 633-

8373. Further information about the prize may be found at 

www.americanart.si.edu/research/awards/eldredge.   

Summer Teachers Institute in Technical Art History, New 

Haven, Yale University Art Gallery. Deadline: TBA (April 30?). 

The Yale University Art Gallery and the Center for British Art 

host a week-long course that provides a general introduction 

to technical art history. Art history faculty members at insti-

tutions in North America are encouraged to apply. Accepted 

participants will receive housing as well as a stipend.  For more 

information, please see http://www.kressfoundation.org/stitah/

how-to-apply/. 

Please check websites to verify deadlines and application 

procedures.  
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ALABAMA
Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts

Rodin: Realism, Fragments and Abstraction

http://mmfa.org/exhibitions/rodin-

realism-fragments-and-abstraction/

May 20, 2017 – January 07, 2018

Landscapes, Cityscapes, and Harvest Scenes

An exploration of urban and rural 

landscapes by J.M.W. Turner, Charles-

François Daubigny, Camille Pissarro, 

and J.A.M. Whistler.

http://mmfa.org/exhibitions/landscapes-

cityscapes-and-harvest-scenes/

July 15 – September 10, 2017

CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles. The Getty Center

Degas: “Russian Dancers” and the Art of 

Pastel

http://www.getty.edu/art/exhibitions/

russian_dancers2016/

Through May 7, 2017

Fashionable Likeness: Pastel Portraits in 

18th Century Britain

http://www.getty.edu/art/exhibitions/

fashionable_likeness/index.html

Through May 7, 2017

Thomas Annan: Photographer of Glasgow

The first survey examining the career 

and legacy of Thomas Annan (1829-

1887), whose photographs documented 

the deplorable living conditions of the 

poor in mid-century Scotland. 

http://www.getty.edu/visit/exhibitions/

future.html

May 23 – August 13, 2017

Los Angeles. The Huntington Library, 

Art Collections and Botanical Gardens

A.W.N. Pugin, Prisons, and the Plight of 

the Poor: British Prints, Drawings and 

Illustrated Books from The Huntington’s 

Collections

http://huntington.org/WebAssets/

Templates/exhibitiondetail.

aspx?id=23711

Through June 26, 2017

Becoming America: Highlights from the 

Jonathan and Karin Fielding Collection

Celebrating the addition of the new 

Fielding Wing to the Virginia Steele 

Scott Galleries of American Art. 

http://huntington.org/WebAssets/

Templates/exhibitiondetail.

aspx?id=23193 

Through October 28, 2019

San Francisco. Legion of Honor, Fine 

Arts Museums of San Francisco

Auguste Rodin: The Centenary Installation

https://legionofhonor.famsf.org/auguste-

rodin-centenary-installation 

Through April 9, 2017

U.S. EXHIBITIONS

Georges Seurat (1859-91), Trombonist. 1887-88. Conté Crayon with white chalk on paper. Philadelphia 
Museum of Art, McIlhenny Collection. On view: Seurat's Circus Sideshow, from February 17 through  
May 29, 2017 at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
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Monet: The Early Years

https://legionofhonor.famsf.org/

exhibitions/monet-early-years

Through May 29, 2017

Degas, Impressionism, and the Paris 

Millinery Trade

https://legionofhonor.famsf.org/degas-

impressionism-and-paris-millinery-trade

June 24 – September 24, 2017

Stanford. Cantor Arts Center, Stanford 

University 

Intermezzi: Max Klinger’s Staged 

Interruptions

http://museum.stanford.edu/view/

exhibition_sched_new.html

May 10 – October 2, 2017

 

COLORADO 

Denver Art Museum

The Western: An Epic in Art and Film

A round-up of the mythic American 

West in painting, sculpture and cinema, 

with a posse that includes Frederic 

Remington, Albert Bierstadt and others.

http://denverartmuseum.org/

exhibitions/western-epic-art-and-film

Opens May 27, 2017 

Her Paris: Women Artists in the Age of 

Impressionism

In addition to the expected works by 

Mary Cassatt and Berthe Morisot, this 

exhibition will feature other artists of 

the period including Marie Bashkirtseff, 

Anna Ancher, and Louise-Catherine 

Breslau.

http://denverartmuseum.org/

exhibitions/her-paris-women-artists-

age-impressionism 

Opens October 22, 2017

CONNECTICUT
Hartford. Wadsworth Atheneum 

Museum of Art

John Trumbull: Visualizing American 

Independence 

https://thewadsworth.org/exhibitions/

john-trumbull-visualizing-american-

independence/

Through July 9 2017

Old Lyme.  Florence Griswold Museum

Matilda Browne (1869-1947): Idylls of 

Farm and Garden

https://florencegriswoldmuseum.org/

exhibitions/matilda-brown-idylls-of-

farm-and-garden/

Through May 28, 2017

DELAWARE
Wilmington. Delaware Art Museum

Wonder and Whimsy: The Illustrations of 

W. Heath Robinson (1872-1944)

http://www.delart.org/exhibits/wonder-

and-whimsy/

Through May 21, 2017

The Cover Sells the Book: Transformations 

in Commercial Book Publishing, 1860-1920

http://www.delart.org/exhibits/the_

cover_sells_the_book/

June 3 – August 27, 2017

Howard Pyle Murals

Nine large-scale, classically-inspired 

mural panels that Pyle painted for his 

Wilmington, Delaware home, on view 

for the first time since the 1930s.

http://www.delart.org/exhibits/howard-

pyle-murals/

Through December 31, 2020

 

FLORIDA
Boca Raton Museum of Art

Mediterranea: American Art from the 

Graham D. Williford Collection

Late nineteenth- and early twentieth-

century American artists explore the 

Mediterranean region.

https://www.bocamuseum.org/

exhibitions/mediterranea-american-art-

graham-d-williford-collection

Through July 2, 2017

Gainesville.  Harn Museum of Art

Becoming a Woman in the Age of 

Enlightenment: French Art from the 

Horvitz Collection

The lives of late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth-century French women as 

seen through the era’s greatest masters.

http://www.harn.ufl.edu/

becomingawoman

October 3 – December 31, 2017

Jacksonville. Cummer Museum of Art 

and Gardens

Academic Splendor: Nineteenth-Century 

Masterworks from the Dahesh Museum  

of Art

http://www.cummermuseum.org/visit/

art/exhibition/academic-splendor-

nineteenth-century-masterworks-

dahesh

Through April 16, 2017

Poetry of Landscape: The Art of Eugène 

Louis Charvot (1847-1924) 

http://www.cummermuseum.org/visit/

art/exhibition/poetry-landscape-art-

eugene-louis-charvot

Through September 10, 2017

An American in Venice: James McNeill 

Whistler and His Legacy

http://www.cummermuseum.org/visit/

art/exhibition/american-venice-james-

mcneill-whistler-legacy

Through July 20, 2017

Orlando. Charles Hosmer Morse 

Museum of American Art

Tiffany Art Glass from the Morse Collection

http://www.morsemuseum.org/on-

exhibit/tiffany-art-glass-from-the-

morse-collection

Ongoing

Paintings from the Morse Collection

Celebrating Charles Hosmer Morse’s 

collection of works by Cecilia Beaux, 

John Singer Sargent, George De Forest 
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Brush and other late nineteenth-

century artists.

http://www.morsemuseum.org/on-

exhibit/american-paintings-from-the-

morse-collection

Ongoing

Art Novueau from Europe and America 

from the Morse Collection

http://www.morsemuseum.org/on-

exhibit/art-nouveau-from-the-morse-

collection

Ongoing

Louis Comfort Tiffany’s Laurelton Hall

http://www.morsemuseum.org/on-

exhibit/louis-comfort-tiffanys-laurelton-

hall

Ongoing

West Palm Beach. Norton Museum of Art

Pen to Paper—Artists’ Handwritten Letters 

from the Smithsonian’s Archives of 

American Art

http://www.norton.org/index.

cfm?fuseaction=exhibitions.

details&content_id=3031

Through July 2, 2017

GEORGIA
Athens. Georgia Museum of Art 

The Genius of Martin Johnson Heade

http://georgiamuseum.org/art/

exhibitions/upcoming/the-genius-of-

martin-johnson-heade

June 3 – September 10, 2017

Savannah.  Telfair Museums, Jepson 

Center

Rodin: The Human Experience / Selections 

from the Iris & B. Gerald Cantor 

Collections

http://www.telfair.org/view/exhibitions/

upcoming-exhibitions/

September 1, 2017 – January 8, 2018

HAWAII
Honolulu Museum of Art

Francisco Goya: The Disasters of War

https://honolulumuseum.org/art/

exhibitions/16009-francisco_goya_

disasters_war/

Through August 13, 2017

Illustrating the Modern Novel: The Art of 

Mizuno Toshikata (1886-1908)

https://honolulumuseum.org/art/

exhibitions/16117-illustrating_modern_

novel_art_mizuno_toshikata/

April 13 - June 18, 2017

ILLINOIS
Art Institute of Chicago

Whistler’s Mother: An American Icon 

Returns to Chicago

http://www.artic.edu/exhibition/

whistler-s-mother-american-icon-

returns-chicago

Through May 21, 2017

Gauguin: Artist as Alchemist 

June 25 – September 10, 2017

INDIANA
Indianapolis Museum of Art

A Land Enchanted: The Golden Age of 

Indiana Art, 1877-1902

http://www.imamuseum.org/exhibition/

land-enchanted-golden-age-indiana-

art-1877-1902

Through May 14, 2017

Audubon: Drawn to Nature

http://www.imamuseum.org/exhibition/

audubon-drawn-nature

April 1 – July 30, 2017

Crazy Quilts: Stitching Memories

http://www.imamuseum.org/exhibition/

crazy-quilts-stitching-memories

May 5, 2017 – January 7, 2018

LOUISIANA
New Orleans Museum of Art

Orientalism: Taking and Making

https://noma.org/exhibitions/test-

exhibition/

Through December 31, 2017

MAINE
Portland Museum of Art

The Thrill of the Chase: The Wagstaff 

Collection of Photographs at the J. Paul 

Getty Museum

http://www.portlandmuseum.org/

exhibitions/thrill-chase

Through April 30, 2017

Saco Museum

Embellishments in Victorian Fashion

http://www.sacomuseum.org/mus_

upcoming_exhibits_temp.

shtml?id=EuApFyAluyCerpUNRW

May 13 – August 27, 2017

MARYLAND
Baltimore. Walters Art Museum

Training the Eye: 19th-Century Drawing

https://thewalters.org/events/event.

aspx?e=4767

May 14 – August 13, 2017

MASSACHUSETTS
Williamstown.  Clark Art Institute

Orchestrating Elegance: Alma-Tadema and 

Design

http://www.clarkart.edu/exhibition/

Orchestrating-Elegance

June 4 – September 4, 2017

Worcester Art Museum

Mary Cassatt

http://www.worcesterart.org/exhibitions/

mary-cassatt-master-series/

Through April 23, 2017

Coming Away: Winslow Homer and 

England

http://www.worcesterart.org/exhibitions/

winslow-homer/

November 11, 2017 – February 4, 2018
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MICHIGAN
Flint Institute of Arts 

Auguste Rodin: The Human Experience

http://www.flintarts.org/exhibitions/

upcoming/augusterodin.html

May 6 – July 30, 2017

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis Institute of Arts

Felix Bracquemond: Etcher of Birds

https://new.artsmia.org/exhibition/felix-

bracquemond-etcher-of-birds/

Through May 7, 2017

MISSOURI 
Kansas City.  Nelson-Atkins Museum of 

Art

Opened in March 2017, the Bloch 

Galleries house a recently required 

private collection of Impressionist and 

Post-Impressionist works by Bonnard, 

Boudin, Caillebotte, Cézanne, Degas, 

Gauguin, Manet, Monet, Morisot, 

Pissarro, Renoir, Seurat, Signac, Sisley 

and Van Gogh.

http://www.nelson-atkins.org/art/

exhibitions/bloch-galleries/

Through December 31, 2019

Saint Louis.  Mildred Lane Kemper 

Art Museum, Washington University

Spectacle and Leisure in Paris: Degas to 

Mucha

http://kemperartmuseum.wustl.edu/

exhibitions/11596

Through May 21, 2017

St. Louis Art Museum

Degas, Impressionism, and the Paris 

Millinery Trade

http://www.slam.org/exhibitions/degas.

php

Through May 7, 2017

Springfield Art Museum

American Impressionism: The Lure of the 

Artists’ Colony

http://www.sgfmuseum.org/202/

American-Impressionism

Through July 2, 2017

NEBRASKA
Omaha.  Joslyn Art Museum

Wild Spaces, Open Seasons: Hunting and 

Fishing in American Art

The first major exhibition to examine 

outdoor sport, a story told through 

paintings and sculptures from the 

1820s-1940s.  Artists on view include 

Thomas Cole, Thomas Eakins, John 

Singer Sargent, Arthur Fitzwilliam Tait, 

and Charles Deas. 

https://www.joslyn.org/collections-and-

exhibitions/temporary-exhibitions/

upcoming/details.aspx?ID=367

Through May 7, 2017

NEW JERSEY
New Brunswick.  Zimmerli Art 

Museum, Rutgers University

Toutes Les Nouvelles—All the News: 

Current Events in Nineteenth-Century 

French Prints

http://www.zimmerlimuseum.rutgers.

edu/volpe-gallery/toutes-les-nouvelles-–

-all-news-current-events-nineteenth-

century-french-prints#.WNhg0IQ_U8Y

Through July 30, 2017

NEW YORK
Albany Institute of History and Art

Nineteenth-Century American Sculpture: 

Erastus Dow Palmer and His Protégés 

Launt Thompson, Charles Calverley, and 

Richard Park.  

http://www.albanyinstitute.org/id-19th-

century-american-sculpture.html

Ongoing.

Cooperstown.  Fenimore Art Museum

Edward S. Curtis Among the Kwakiuti

http://www.fenimoreartmuseum.org/

edward-curtis

Through December 31, 2017

New York. Frick Collection

Turner’s Modern and Ancient Ports: 

Passages through Time

http://www.frick.org/exhibitions/turner

Through May 14, 2017

New York. The Grolier Club

Images of Value: The Artwork Behind U.S. 

Security Engraving, 1830s-1980s

http://www.grolierclub.org/Default.aspx?

p=DynamicModule&pageid=289912&s

sid=169182&vnf=1

Through April 29, 2017

Vive les Satiristes: Caricature during the 

Reign of Louis Philippe, 1830-1848 

Through May 27, 2017

New York. Metropolitan Museum of Art

Seurat’s Circus Sideshow

http://www.metmuseum.org/exhibitions/

listings/2017/seurat-circus-sideshow

Through May 29, 2017

William Chappel’s Views of  

Early 19th-Century New York

http://www.metmuseum.org/exhibitions/

listings/2016/william-chappel

Through May 14, 2017

Company School Painting in India  

(ca. 1770-1850)

http://www.metmuseum.org/exhibitions/

listings/2017/company-school-painting

Through October 1, 2017

Peder Balke (1804-1887):  

Painter of Northern Light

http://www.metmuseum.org/exhibitions/

listings/2017/peder-balke

Through July 9, 2017

New-York Historical Society

A Hudson River School Legacy:  

The Newman Bequest and Other Gifts

Exhibition marking the recent bequest 

of fifteen works by Arthur and Eileen 

Newman, including landscapes by 
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Thomas Cole, Frederic Edwin Church, 

Martin Johnson Heade, and Jasper 

Francis Cropsey.

http://www.nyhistory.org/exhibitions/

hudson-river-school-legacy-newman-

bequest-and-other-gifts

Through June 4, 2017

New York. Pierpont Morgan Library 

and Museum

Delirium: The Art of the Symbolist Book

Explore the inner realms of mind and 

matter with the usual suspects of the 

genre: Odilon Redon, Maurice Denis, 

Fernand Khnopff, and others of the 

mystically introspective persuasion.

http://www.themorgan.org/exhibitions/

delirium

January 20 – May 14, 2017

I’m Nobody! Who are you? The Life and 

Poetry of Emily Dickinson

Daguerreotypes, illustrations and other 

visual materials related to the American 

poet.

http://www.themorgan.org/exhibitions/

emily-dickinson

Through May 21, 2017

NORTH CAROLINA
Winston-Salem.  Reynolda House 

Museum of American Art

Samuel F.B. Morse’s ‘Gallery of the Louvre’ 

and the Art of Invention

http://www.reynoldahouse.org/

exhibitions/detail/samuel-fb-morses-

gallery-of-the-louvre-and-the-art-of-

invention

Through June 4, 2017

OHIO  

Cleveland Museum of Art

Rodin: Master of Modern Sculpture

http://www.clevelandart.org/events/

exhibitions/rodin-master-modern-

sculpture

Opens September 1, 2017

Cincinnati Art Museum

Tiffany Glass: Painting with Color  

and Light

http://www.cincinnatiartmuseum.org/

art/exhibitions/upcoming-exhibitions/

tiffany-glass/

April 1 – August 13, 2017

A Shared Legacy: Folk Art in America

http://www.cincinnatiartmuseum.org/

art/exhibitions/upcoming-exhibitions/

June 10 – September 3, 2017

  

PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown Art Museum

The Poetry of Nature: Hudson River School 

Landscapes from the New-York Historical 

Society

http://www.allentownartmuseum.org/

exhibition/poetry-nature-hudson-river-

school-landscapes-new-york-historical-

society

September 24 – December 31, 2017

Philadelphia Museum of Art

American Watercolor in the Age of Homer 

and Sargent

http://www.philamuseum.org/

exhibitions/851.html

Through May 14, 2017

Pittsburgh.  Carnegie Museum of Art

William Henry Fox Talbot and the Promise 

of Photography

http://cmoa.org/exhibition/talbot/

November 18, 2017 – February 11, 2018

University Park.  Palmer Museum of 

Art, Penn State University

Eva Watson-Schütze (1867-1935): 

Pictorialist Portraits

https://palmermuseum.psu.edu/

exhibitions/current/eva-watson-schütze-

pictorialist-portraits

Through April 30, 2017

RHODE ISLAND
Newport. National Museum of 

American Illustration

American Muse

American women of the late nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries as 

depicted by Charles Dana Gibson, 

Howard Chandler Christy and other 

American illustrators.

http://americanillustration.org/

exhibitions/

Through May 26, 2017

John Rogers: The Norman Rockwell of 

Statuary

http://americanillustration.org/

exhibitions/

Through May 26, 2017

Providence. Rhode Island School of 

Design Museum

Inventing Impressionism

http://risdmuseum.org/art_design/

exhibitions/192_inventing_

impressionism

Through June 11, 2017

TENNESSEE
Memphis Brooks Museum of Art

A Feast for the Eyes: 200 Years of American 

Still-Life Painting from the Hevrdejs 

Collection

http://www.brooksmuseum.

org/a-feast-for-the-eyes

April 22 – July 30, 2017

TEXAS
Dallas Museum of Art 

Daumier’s Political and Social Satire

https://www.dma.org/art/exhibitions/

daumier-s-political-and-social-satire

Through April 23, 2017

Visions of America: Three Centuries of 

Prints from the National Gallery of Art

A survey of printmaking from 1710-

2010, featuring works by James McNeill 

Whistler, Mary Cassatt, Winslow Homer, 
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and other nineteenth-century artists.

https://www.dma.org/art/exhibitions/

visions-america-three-centuries-prints-

national-gallery-art

May 28 – September 3, 2017

Fort Worth.  Amon Carter Museum of 

American Art

Homer and Remington in Black and White

http://www.cartermuseum.org/

exhibitions/homer-and-remington-in-

black-and-white

Through July 2, 2017

Wild Spaces, Open Seasons: Hunting and 

Fishing in American Art

http://www.cartermuseum.org/

exhibitions/wild-spaces-open-seasons-

hunting-and-fishing-in-american-art

October 7, 2017 – January 7, 2018

Fort Worth.  Kimbell Art Museum

A Modern Vision: European Masterworks 

from the Phillips Collection

https://www.kimbellart.org/exhibition/

modern-vision-european-masterworks-

phillips-collection

May 14 – August 14, 2017

VERMONT 

Shelburne Museum

Wild Spaces, Open Seasons: Hunting 

and Fishing in American Art

https://shelburnemuseum.org/

exhibition/wild-spaces-open-seasons-

hunting-fishing-american-art/

June 3 – August 27, 2017

VIRGINIA
Norfolk.  Chrysler Museum of Art

The Paris of Toulouse-Lautrec: Prints and 

Posters from the Museum of Modern Art

http://www.chrysler.org/exhibitions/the-

paris-of-toulouse-lautrec/

Through June 18, 2017

Inspiring Impressionism: Japanese Prints in 

the Chrysler Collection

http://www.chrysler.org/exhibitions/

inspiring-impressionism/

Through June 18, 2017

Williamsburg.  Abby Aldrich 

Rockefeller Folk Art Museum

We the People: American Folk Portraits

https://www.colonialwilliamsburg.com/

art-museums/rockefeller-museum/we-

the-people

Opening May 6, 2017

America’s Folk Art

https://www.colonialwilliamsburg.com/

art-museums/rockefeller-museum/

americas-folk-art

Opens July 1, 2017

WASHINGTON
Goldendale. Maryhill Museum of Art

Maryhill Favorites: The Western Experience

A survey of Maryhill’s western art 

collection, which includes works by 

Edward S. Curtis and Charles M. 

Russell.

http://www.maryhillmuseum.org/

current-special-exhibitions

Tacoma Art Museum

Promoting the West: Abby Williams Hill 

(1861-1943) and the Railroads

http://www.tacomaartmuseum.org/

exhibit/abby-williams-hill-railroads/

June 3 – October 15, 2017 

WASHINGTON, D.C.
National Gallery of Art

East of the Mississippi: Nineteenth-Century 

American Landscape Photography

http://www.nga.gov/content/ngaweb/

exhibitions/2017/east-of-the-mississippi.

html

Through July 16, 2017

Frédéric Bazille and the Birth of 

Impressionism

http://www.nga.gov/content/ngaweb/

exhibitions/2017/frederic-bazille-and-

the-birth-of-impressionism.html

April 9 – July 9, 2017

America Collects Eighteenth-Century 

French Painting

http://www.nga.gov/content/ngaweb/

exhibitions/2017/america-collects-

eighteenth-century-french-painting.

html

May 21- August 20, 2017 

Phillips Collection

Toulouse-Lautrec Illustrates the Belle 

Époque

http://www.phillipscollection.org/

events/2017-02-04-exhibition-toulouse-

lautrec

Through April 30,2017

Renoir and Friends: Luncheon of the 

Boating Party

http://www.phillipscollection.org/

events/2017-10-07-exhibition-renoir-

and-friends

October 7, 2017 – January 7, 2018

Smithsonian American Art Museum

Measured Perfection: Hiram Powers’ Greek 

Slave

An insightful and truly revealing 

glimpse into the sculptor’s working 

methods, complemented by the SAAM’s 

recent acquisition of the Corcoran’s 

1851 version of The Greek Slave.

 http://americanart.si.edu/exhibitions/

archive/2015/powers/

Through July 9, 2017

Smithsonian, National Portrait Gallery

Lincoln’s Contemporaries

https://npg.si.edu/exhibition/lincolns-

contemporaries

Through May 19, 2019

Photographs of P.T. Barnum, Nathaniel 

Hawthorne, Samuel F.B. Morse, Edwin 

Booth and other 19th-century notables.

Double Take: Daguerreian Portrait Pairs

https://npg.si.edu/exhibition/double-

take-daguerreian-portrait-pairs

Through June 4, 2017  
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AUSTRALIA
Adelaide. Art Gallery of South Australia.

Versus Rodin: Bodies across Space and Time.

Marking 100 years since his death in 

1917, Rodin’s work is brought into con-

versation with over 100 modern and 

contemporary works of art by Louise 

Bourgeois, Antony Gormley, William 

Kentridge, Bharti Kher, Rosemary 

Laing, Ugo Rondinone and Kara 

Walker among others.

Through July 2, 2017

Melbourne. National Gallery of Victoria.

Van Gogh and the Seasons. Melbourne 

Winter Masterpieces 2017.

The exhibition invites viewers to 

contemplate Van Gogh’s life and 

experiences through his observations 

of the seasonal changes within the 

natural world. In partnership with Arts 

Exhibitions Australia.

Through July 9, 2017

Hokusai.

Features 129 prints, 4 paintings and 

10 rare books on loan from the Japan 

Ukiyo-e Museum, Matsumoto, with 

special features including a selection 

of Hokusai’s early works and complete 

sets of his most famous series’ includ-

ing Thirty six views of Mount Fuji, Tour of 
famous waterfalls, Unusual views of cel-
ebrated bridges, Eight views of the Ryukyu 
Islands, Birds and flowers and Ghost tales.
July 21 – Oct. 15, 2017

Sydney. Art Gallery of New South Wales.

Victorian Watercolours.

June 2 – Dec. 3, 2017

AUSTRIA
Vienna. Leopold Museum.

Female Images: Works from the Leopold 

Collection from Biedermeier to Modernity.

July 7 – Sept. 18, 2017

Ferdinand Hodler. Retrospective.

Sept. 13, 2017 – Jan. 22, 2018

Vienna. Belvedere.

Lawrence Alma-Tadema: Decadence and 

Antiquity.

With major works from all over the 

world, the exhibition gives insight into 

the artist’s life and work and invites the 

viewer to explore the decadent world of 

English aestheticism.

Co-organized by the Fries Museum, 

The Netherlands. Traveling to Leighten 

House Museum, London.

Through June 18, 2017

BELGIUM
Antwerp. Koninklijk Royal Museum of 

Fine Arts.

The Van Beers Affair. Master Painter or 

Conman?

Jan Van Beers (1852-1927) first made a 

name for himself with his history paint-

ings, but became a highly talented por-

trait painter of the Parisian beau monde. 

Realistic details characterize his work, 

which sometimes looks photographic, 

even to the extent that Van Beers was 

suspected of copying photographs and 

also of painting over them. The exhibi-

tion presents a selection of Van Beers’ 

eclectic oeuvre and sheds light on the 

artist’s turbulent life. 

Through June 25, 2017

Ghent. Museum of Fine Arts.

Eyewitness: Francisco Goya and Farideh 

Lashai.

Links the social criticism of the Spanish 

artist Francisco Goya (1746-1828) to the 

social commitment of the Iranian artist 

Farideh Lashai (1944-2013), in a shared 

indictment against violence and oppres-

sion. In collaboration with the Prado 

Museum, Madrid, the British Museum, 

London and the “Mohammed Afkhami 

Collection”

Through May 5, 2017

 

CANADA
Hamilton. Art Gallery of Hamilton.

Nature and Man Revealed: The Mr. and 

Mrs. H.J.M Watson Collection of British 

Paintings.

Through Oct. 8, 2017

Montréal, Musée des Beaux-Arts de 

Montréal.

Once Upon a Time…The Western: A New 

Frontier in Art and Film.

The first exhibition to consider the 

Western and its attendant myths in the 

context of painting, photography, lit-

erature and film from the mid-1800s to 

the present, in the United States and in 

Canada. Co-organized with The Denver 

Art Museum.

Oct. 14, 2017 – Jan. 28, 2018

DENMARK
Charlottenlund. The Ordrupgaard 

Collection. 

Pissarro. A Meeting on St. Thomas.

Sheds new light on Impressionist his-

tory through the artistic heritage passed 

on from Danish artist Fritz Melbye to 

Pissarro.

Through July 2, 2017

Copenhagen. Hirschsprung Collection.

Sound in the Dark: Music in Art.

Showcases examples of atmospheric 

scenes from the living-rooms of the 

19th-century Danish home where people 

gathered for chamber music, from har-

vest balls where the dancing grew wilder 

and wilder and from the artists’ stu-

dios where music became a gathering 

point, collecting models for big group 

portraits.

Through Aug. 27, 2017

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITIONS
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ENGLAND
Cambridge. The Fitzwilliam Museum.

Honey from Many Flowers: Carl Wilhelm 

Kolbe and Salomon Gessner’s Idylls.

After the death of Swiss artist Salomon 

Gessner (1730-88), his family invited 

German printmaker, Carl Wilhelm 

Kolbe (1759–1835), to produce prints 

after a set of Gessner’s landscape draw-

ings, which capture the Romantic 

period’s preoccupation with the pas-

toral idyll and delight in the natural 

world. The exhibition showcases a 

recently acquired complete set of 

Kolbe’s twenty-five etchings, issued in 

five parts from 1805-11, together with 

a selection of works by eminent masters 

from whom Gessner drew inspiration, 

including Anthonie Waterloo, Allart van 

Everdingen and Claude Lorrain.

Through Sept. 10, 2017

Compton. George Frederick Watts 

Gallery.

Monumental Murals.

Through Nov. 5, 2017

A Life in Art: G F Watts 1817-1904.

Through Nov. 5, 2017

G F Watts: England’s Michelangelo.

A showcase of the artist’s most impor-

tant works from museum and private 

collections, brought together at Watts 

Gallery to celebrate the bicentenary of 

the artist’s birth.

Liverpool. Walker Art Gallery.

Victorian Treasures.

Through May 7, 2017

Liverpool. Tate Liverpool.

Tracey Emin and William Blake: In Focus.

Through Sept. 3, 2017

London. The British Museum

Hokusai: Beyond the Great Wave.

A focus on the last 30 years of the artist’s 

life.

May 25 – Aug. 13, 2017

Places of the Mind: British Watercolor 

Landscapes, 1850-1950.

Through Aug. 27, 2017

London. The Courtauld Gallery.

Reading Drawings.

This display examines the intriguing 

variety of inscriptions that can be found 

on drawings, from artists’ signatures to 

casual notes and records of ownership. 

Featuring works by Canaletto, Corot, 

Signac and others.

Through June 4, 2017

William Henry Hunt: Country People.

A show on Hunt’s depiction of rural fig-

ures in his work of the 1820s and 1830s. 

June 24 – Sept. 17, 2017

London. Dulwich Picture Gallery.

Sargeant: The Watercolours. 

June 21 – Oct. 8, 2017

The Private Made Public: The First Visitors.

As part of the Gallery’s bicentenary cele-

brations, a series of displays throughout 

the year reflect the Gallery’s found-

ing principle of bringing great works 

into the public realm. Current display 

showcases a typical visit to the Gallery 

in the 19th century, including a visitor’s 

handbook bearing the signatures of 

celebrities such as Claude Monet, Walter 

Sickert, Rodin, Edith Wharton and 

Virginia Woolf.

Through June 4, 2017

London. The National Gallery.

Reflections: Van Eyck and the 

Pre-Raphaelites.

The exhibition will bring together for 

the first time the ‘Arnolfini Portrait’ 

with paintings from the Tate collec-

tion and loans from other museums, 

to explore the ways in which Dante 

Gabriel Rossetti (1828–1882), Sir John 

Everett Millais (1829–1896) and William 

Holman Hunt (1827–1910), among oth-

ers, were influenced by the painting in 

their work.

In collaboration with the Tate Gallery.

Oct. 7, 2017 – April 2, 2018

London. Tate Britain.

Queer British Art, 1861- 1967.

Featuring works relating to lesbian, gay, 

bisexual, trans and queer (LGBTQ) 

identities, the show marks the 50th 

anniversary of the partial decriminaliza-

tion of male homosexuality in England.

Through Oct. 1, 2017

London. William Morris Gallery.

May Morris: Art and Life.

Oct. 7, 2017 – Jan. 28, 2018

Oxford. Ashmoleon Museum of Art and 

Archaeology.

Degas to Picasso: Creating Modernism in 

France.

Through May 7, 2017

FINLAND
Helsinki. Ateneum.

The Von Wright Brothers.

The artist brothers Magnus, Wilhelm 

and Ferdinand von Wright, who lived 

during the period of the Grand Duchy 

of Finland, are known as painters of 

landscapes, still lifes and nature subjects, 

and as scientific illustrators. This exhibi-

tion will introduce new perspectives, as 

it explores the historical significance of 

the von Wright brothers for Finnish art, 

culture and science.

Oct. 27, 2017 – March 4, 2018

FRANCE
Colmar. Musée d’Unterlindern.

Jean-Jacques Karpff: “Strive for the Sublime!”

A retrospective to the draughtsman 

and miniaturist that will highlight the 

developments of an artistic career spent 

between Colmar, Paris and Versailles 

and reveal the multiple facets of a 

body of work that is now largely over-

looked, occupying a position between 

Neoclassicism and Romanticism and 
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between the fine arts and the applied 

arts.

Through June 19, 2017

Giverny. Musée des Impressionismes.

In Concert! Musical Instruments in Art, 

1860 – 1910.

The hundred works or so on display 

illustrate the close links that devel-

oped between painters and musicians. 

Depictions include public performances 

— brass bands, circuses, cabarets, orches-

tras, operas, festivals – along with more 

intimate scenes featuring parlor music 

and music lessons.

Through July 2, 2017

Paris. Grand Palais.

Rodin: The Centennial Exhibition.

The exhibition reveals Rodin’s cre-

ative universe, his relationship with 

his audience and the way in which 

sculptors have appropriated his style. 

Featuring over 200 of Rodin’s works, 

it also includes sculptures and draw-

ings by Bourdelle, Brancusi, Picasso, 

Matisse, Giacometti, Beuys, Baselitz and 

Gormley.

Co-organized with the Musée Rodin.

http://rodin100.org

Though July 31, 2017

Paris. Musée les Arts Décoratifs.

Drawing Gold and Money: Odiot the 

Goldsmith (1763-1850).

Through May 7, 2017

Virtuoso of Gold in the French Court. Pierre 

Gouthière.

Through June 25, 2017

Paris. Musée Jacquemart-André.

From Zurbarán to Rothko: Alicia Koplowitz 

Collection.

Through July 10, 2017

Paris. Musée du Louvre.

Maurice Denis and Eugène Delacroix: From 

Studio to Museum.

Drawing on the connections between 

the Musée Delacroix and the Maurice 

Denis archives, this project will help 

foreground the painters’ respective oeu-

vres and underscore the influence, in 

the early 20th century, of the Delacroix 

corpus on artists born after his death. 

It will also offer, after the renovation of 

Delacroix’s apartment and a fresh inter-

pretative approach, a new vision of the 

museum and its early years.

Organized by Musée National 

Eugène-Delacroix.

May 3 – Aug. 28, 2017

Paris. Musée du Luxembourg.

Pissarro in Eragny: Nature Regained.

In parallel to the retrospective being 

held at the Musée Marmottan Monet, 

this exhibition concentrates on the final 

two decades of the artist’s life in the 

village of Eragny-sur-Epte, where he 

developed a kind of utopia that can be 

seen in both his painting and his politi-

cal commitment.

Organized by the Réunion des musées 

nationaux - Grand Palais.

Through July 9, 2017

Paris. Musée Marmottan Monet.

Pissarro: The First of the Impressionists.

The first monographic exhibition of 

the artist organized in Paris in 36 years. 

Seventy-five of his masterpieces, paint-

ings and tempera, trace the work of 

Camille Pissarro, from his youth in the 

Danish West Indies to the great series 

Urban areas of Paris, Rouen and Le 

Havre at the end of his life.

Through July 2, 2017

Paris. Musée de Montmartre.

Montmartre, Décor de Cinéma.

The show follows geographic and 

dreamlike themes, depicting favorite 

film locations (Blanche and le Moulin 

Rouge, la Place Pigalle, Barbès, le Sacré-

Cœur, Montmartre’s staircases...). Film 

posters, drawings and models for sets, 

photographs, costumes and scenarios 

as well as film extracts will illustrate this 

famous locale. 

Through Jan. 15, 2018

Paris. Musée d’Orsay.

Beyond the Stars. The Mystical Landscape 

from Monet to Kandinsky.

In partnership with Art Gallery of 

Ontario, Toronto.

Through June 25, 2017

Portraits by Cézanne.

Also presented at National Portrait 

Gallery, London and National Gallery 

of Art, Washington D.C.

June 13 – Sept. 24, 2017

Paris. Petit Palais.

Anders Zorn: The Painter of Fin-de-Siècle 

Sweden.

Sept. 15 – Dec. 17, 2017

The Art of Pastel: From Degas to Redon.

Oct. 4, 2017 – April 8, 2018

Paris. Musée Rodin.

Kiefer-Rodin.

To mark the centenary of the death of 

the artist, the museum will look at the 

legacy of the Rodin through the work 

of contemporary artists. This exhibi-

tion will demonstrate the unusual con-

vergence of Rodin and Anselm Kiefer, 

shaped with freedom and liberated 

from all artistic contingencies.

Co-organized with the Barnes 

Foundation, Philadelphia.

Through Oct. 22, 2017

Pont-Aven. Musée des Beaux-Arts de 

Pont-Aven.

The Modernity of Brittany.

Showcases representations of Brittangy 

from Claude Monet to Lucien Simon 

(1870-1920).

Through June 11, 2017
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Quimper. Musée des Beaux-Arts de 

Quimper.

Silent nature, the Landscapes of Odilon 

Redon.

May 20 – Sept. 11, 2017

GERMANY
Berlin. Bröhan Museum.

Jan Toorop. Song of the Times.

The Dutch Symbolist artist’s compre-

hensive work is being presented for the 

first time in Germany in a large survey 

with more than 200 works.

Co-organized with Gemeentemuseum 

Den Haag, in collaboration with 

Museum Villa Stuck, Munich.

Through May 21, 2017

Berlin. Liebermann Villa at Wannsee 

Lake.

Max Liebermann and Sport: Riding,  

Tennis, Polo.

The show will explore the theme of sport 

activities in Liebermann’s art for the 

first time, placing his works in a national 

context while also revealing the inspira-

tion he drew from French masters like 

Gustave Caillebotte and Edgar Degas. 

Through June 26, 2017

Bremen. Kunsthalle Bremen.

Masterpieces on the 100th Anniversary of the 

Artist’s Death.

Through June 11, 2017

The blind Spot: Art in Bremen during the 

Colonial Period.

During the nineteenth and early twen-

tieth centuries, the Free Hanseatic City 

of Bremen was a flourishing center of 

rapidly growing international trade 

relations. This show explores the depic-

tion and treatment of all things foreign 

during the colonial period and creates a 

dialog between the Eurocentric view of 

the Kunsthalle Bremen’s collection and 

non-European positions in art.

Through Nov. 19, 2017

Bonn. Kunst und Ausstellungshalle der 

Bundesrepublik Deutschland.

Ferdinand Hodler: Early Modern Artist.

The first comprehensive retrospective 

of the artist to be shown in Germany in 

almost twenty years.

In cooperation with the Kunstmuseum 

Bern. 

Sept. 8, 2017 – Jan. 28, 2018

Cologne. Wallraf-Richartz Museum.

Paris Awakens! Hittorff ’s Invention of the 

Place de la Concorde.

Focuses on the German architect Jacob 

Ignaz Hittorff (1792-1867) and his 

redesigning of the Place de la Concorde 

from public square to urban metropolis. 

April 7 – July 9, 2017

Dresden. Staatliche Kunstsammlungen 

Dresden.

Beneath Italian Skies: 19th-Century 

Paintings of Italy between Claude Lorrain, 

Turner and Böcklin. 

Through May 28, 2017

Hamburg. Kunsthalle Hamburger.

The Art is Public: From Art Association to 

Art Museum.

On the occasion of the 200th anniver-

sary of the Hamburger Kunstverein, the 

Hamburger Kunsthalle will present a 

selection of more than fifty works from 

its collection, highlighting the turbulent 

history of the oldest art association in 

Germany.

June 23 – Sept. 10, 2017

Collecting for Hamburg: New acquisitions 

and donations for the Museum of Prints and 

Drawings, 2001-2016.

The exhibition brings together the most 

important drawings and prints from the 

17th century up to the classical modern 

art from the more than 4000 new acqui-

sitions made over the past 15 years.

June 9 – Sept. 17, 2017

Karlsruhe. Staatliche Kunsthalle 

Karlsruhe.

En Plein Air: Seeing, Reading, and Hearing 

Landscape.

Presents a selection of approximately 

50 landscape paintings spanning seven 

centuries. Visitors will also be able to 

read and listen to poems, stories, and 

essays accompanying the paintings.

Through Aug. 27, 2017

Cézanne: Metamorphoses.

Presents Cézanne’s art in the light of his 

focus on process – that is, on constant 

changes and transitions from one form 

into another. The show will provide 

in-depth insights into the artist’s way of 

thinking and working, and above al.l 

his fascination with transformation and 

metamorphosis.

In conjunction with the state of 

Baden-Württemberg.

Oct. 28, 2017 – Feb. 11, 2018

Munich. Kunsthalle München der 

Hypo-Kulturstiftung. 

True, Beautiful, Good: Masterpieces of the 

Paris Salon from the Musée d’Orsay.

Sept. 22, 2017 – Jan. 28, 2018

Munich. Lenbachhaus.

Picture Perfect: Views from the 19th Century.

Presents a reinterpretation of the 

Lenbachhaus’s permanent collection of 

nineteenth-century art. The new display 

covers a wide range of artistic styles 

and subjects in an effort to offer fresh 

perspectives on this rich visual culture. 

Complemented by photographs and 

film and audio samples, it charts the 

contemporary context in which themes 

and imageries originated and spotlights 

some of the ways in which the long 

nineteenth century continues to inform 

contemporary culture today.

Opens Feb. 21, 2017
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Stuttgart. Staatsgalerie Stuttgart.

Flora Awakening. Masterworks from 

the Collection of Arthur and Hedy 

Hahnloser-Bühler.

Presents some 100 paintings and 

sculptures by fifteen artists from the 

Hahnloser collection, which includes 

works by Bonnard, Cézanne, Manet, 

Valloton and Van Gogh amongst others.

Through June 18, 2017

IRELAND
Dublin. Chester Beatty Library.

The Art of Friendship: Japanese Surimono 

Prints.

A show on surimono, lavish Japanese 

prints used as gifts for exchange among 

friends and acquaintances at New Year 

and on other special occasions in Edo 

Period, to celebrate the 60th anniversary 

of formal diplomatic relations between 

Japan and Ireland. 

Through Aug. 27, 2017

Dublin. National Gallery of Ireland.

Frederic William Burton (1816-1900).

Oct. 25, 2017 – Jan. 14, 2018

ITALY
Venice. Museo Ca’Pesaro.

William Merritt Chase (1849-1916). A 

Painter between New York and Venice.

A retrospective dedicated to the artist, 

which will bring together almost sixty 

of the artist’s best works from American 

public and private collections, and will 

display the only painting by Chase in 

Italy.

Co-organized with The Phillips 

Collection, Washington D.C, Museum of 

Fine Arts, Boston and Terra Foundation 

for American Art.

Through May 28, 2017

JAPAN
Tokyo. The National Museum of 

Western Art.

Théodore Chassériau: Parfum Exotique.

Marks the first full display of the arts of 

Chassériau (1819-1856) in Japan.

Co-organized with TBS and The 

Yomiuri Shimbun.

Through May 28, 2017

Skagen: An Artists’ Colony in Denmark.

The painters who worked in Skagen, 

located on the northern tip of the 

Jutland peninsula and touching upon 

both the Baltic Sea and the North Sea, 

took the en plein air approach originat-

ing out of France. They turned to such 

subjects as the labors of fishermen, 

seaside scenery, the simple lives of the 

villagers and the everyday lives of the 

artists themselves and even their fami-

lies. This exhibition commemorates the 

150th anniversary of diplomatic relations 

between Japan and Denmark

Co-organized with The Art Museums of 

Skagen and The Tokyo Shimbun.

Through May 28, 2017

Hokusai and Japonisme.

Oct. 21, 2017 – Jan. 28, 2018

NORWAY
Oslo. Munch Museum.

Towards the Forest: Knausgård on Munch.

May 6 – Oct. 8, 2017

Head by Head: Cronqvist, Bjørlo, Munch. 

Oct. 28, 2017 – Jan. 28, 2018

POLAND
Warsaw. National Museum.

Biedermeier.

The first ever presentation of 

Biedermeier art in Poland, exhibiting 

numerous examples of the style found 

in Polish collections.

Oct. 4, 2017 – Jan. 7, 2018

THE NETHERLANDS
Amsterdam. Van Gogh Museum.

Prints in Paris 1900: From Elite to the Street.

Showcases over 250 prints from 

fin-de-siècle Paris (1890-1905).

Through June 11, 2017

Two Stolen Paintings back in the Museum: 

Van Gogh Returns.

A special exhibition revolving around 

two recovered paintings Seascape at 

Scheveningen (1882) and Congregation 

Leaving the Reformed Church in Nuenen 

(1884-85).

Through May 14, 2017

In the Forest: Van Gogh, Rousseau, Corot.

July 7 – Sept. 10, 2017

The Dutch in Paris: Breitner, Van Gogh, 

Mondrian.

The exhibition will highlight the wide-

ranging possibilities Paris offered for 

this cultural cross-fertilization and the 

impressions the Dutch artists took home 

with them: the Académie des Beaux-

Arts, the studios of private teachers, the 

Salon, the art trade and collectors.

Oct. 13, 2017 – Jan. 7, 2018

Dordrecht. Dordrechts Museum.

Jongkind and the Impressionists.

The exhibition displays paintings 

by Johan Barthold Jongkind and his 

French contemporaries Monet, Boudin 

and Daubigny.

Oct. 29, 2017 – May 28, 2018

Rotterdam. Museum Boijmans Van 

Beuningen.

A Glove. Prints by Max Klinger.

Showcases one of Klinger’s best-known 

series Fantasies on a Found Glove (1878) 

accompanied by some 30 other prints 

from the collection.

Through May 14, 2017

The Hague, The Mesdag Collection.

Urban Larsson. Painting from Life.

A retrospective exhibition dedicated to 

the artist that shows how 19th-century 

painting continues to inspire contempo-

rary artists.

Through June 18, 2017
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RUSSIA
Moscow. Tretyakov Gallery.

The Artist and Time: The End of the Belle 

Époque. The Drawing of the First Half of the 

19th Century.

Alongside the works of major artists, 

other graphic works of the 1830s to the 

1850s will be on display, which mirrored 

the new trends in the development of 

Russian art of that period. As part of the 

project “The Tretyakov Gallery opens 

its store.”

May 26 – Nov. 5, 2017

St. Petersburg. State Hermitage 

Museum.

Nineteenth-Century German and Austrian 

Painting from the Mansion of Baron 

Stieglitz.

Through Dec. 31, 2017

SCOTLAND
Edinburgh. National Galleries of 

Scotland. 

Constable and McTaggert.

Constable’s Salisbury Cathedral from the 

Meadows (1831) is shown alongside 

William McTaggert’s The Storm (1890).

Through March 25, 2018

Looking Good: The Male Gaze from Van 

Dyck to Lucian Freud.

June 24 – Oct. 1, 2017

Edinburgh. The Queen’s Gallery, Palace 

of Holyroodhouse.

Shadows of War: Roger Fenton’s 

Photographs of the Crimea, 1855.

Aug. 4 – Nov. 26, 2017

SPAIN
Madrid. Museo del Prado.

Visions of the Hispanic World. Treasures 

from the Hispanic Society museum and 

library.

This exhibition will present around 

200 works including archaeological 

items, Islamic art and Spanish medieval 

art, works from the Spanish Golden 

Age, examples of Latin American colo-

nial period and 19th-century art, and 

Spanish paintings from the 19th and 

20th centuries.

Co-organized with The Hispanic 

Museum and Library, New York.

Through Oct. 9, 2017

Madrid. Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza.

Picasso / Lautrec.

Oct. 17 2017 – Jan. 21, 2018

SWITZERLAND
Basel. Kunstmuseum Basel

The Hidden Cézanne: From Sketchbook to 

Canvas.

An exhibition that looks at the artist’s 

creative process with a focus on his work 

as a draftsman.

June 10, 2017 – Sept. 24, 2017

Bern, Kunstmuseum Bern.

Van Gogh to Cézanne, Bonnard to Matisse: 

The Collection Hahnloser.

Aug. 11, 2017 – March 11, 2018

Luzern, Kunstmuseum Luzern.

From Early to Late Pictures of Everyday Life 

from the Collection.

The collection presentation highlights 

depictions of the everyday ranging 

from the Late Middle Ages to today. In 

alternating hangings, representations of 

transportation, work, urban and rural 

life, but also food and leisure, play and 

holidays, will be shown as facets of the 

everyday.

Through Nov. 26, 2017

Martigny. Fondation Pierre Gianadda.

Hodler, Monet, Munch.

In collaboration with Musée Marmottan 

Monet, Paris.

Through June 11, 2017

Cézanne.

June 16 – Nov. 19, 2017

Zürich, Kunsthaus Zürich.

Mexican Graphic Art.

A collection of Mexican graphic art 

donated to the Kunsthaus Zürich by the 

Swiss This exhibition presents selected 

pieces from this collection, centering on 

important prints produced in a variety 

of techniques from the late 19th century 

to the 1970s.
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Annan, Thomas. Photographer of Glasgow. 

Getty Publications, 2017. 216 pp. Hard-

cover $49.95.

Aste, Richard, Cora Michael and Lisa 

Small. French Moderns: Monet to Matisse. 

Scala, 2017. Hardcover $55.00. 

Baldassari, Anne. Icons of Modern Art: 

The Shchukin Collection. Gallimard, 

in association with Fondation Louis 

Vuitton, 2016. 478 pp. Hardcover, 

$95.00.

Balducci, Temma. Gender, Space, and the 

Gaze in Post-Haussmann Visual Culture: 

Beyond the Flaneur. Routledge, 2017. 288 

pp. Hardcover $150.00. 

Bressani Martin, Timothy Brittain-

Catlin, and Jan de Maeyer  eds. Gothic 

Revival Worldwide: A.W.N. Pugin’s Global 

Influence. Leuven University Press, 2016. 

240 pp. Hardcover $79.00. 

Banzato, Davide et al. Pietro Chevalier: 

Vedute di Padova e del Veneto nell’Ottocento. 

Skira, 200 pp. Paperback $49.50. 

Baumstark, Brigitte et al. Schwarzwald 

Bilder: Kunst des 19. Jahrhunderts. Imhof, 

2016  240 pp . Hardcover $67.50.

Bell, Esther and Simon Kelly et al. 

Degas, Impressionism, and the Paris 

Millinery Trade. Prestel, 2017. 272 pp. 

Hardcover $75.00.

Bellesi, Sandro ed. Accademia di Belle Arti 

di Firenze: Scultura. Pisa University Press, 

2016. 416 pp. Paperback $45.00.  

Biedermann, Heike. Italienbilder zwischen 

Romantik und Realismus: Malerei des 19. 

Jahrhunderts. Sandstein Verlag, 2017. 

196 pp. Paperback $40.95.

Brown, David Blayney. J.M.W. Turner: 

The ‘Skies’ Sketchbook. Tate Publishing, 

2016. 152 pp. Hardcover $24.95.

Brown, Marilyn. The Gamin de Paris 

in Nineteenth-Century Visual Culture: 

Delacroix, Hugo, and the French Social 

Imaginary. Routledge, 2017. 200 pp. 

Hardcover $149.95. 

Bryant, Julius. Designing the V&A: The 

Museum as a Work of Art (1857-1909). 

Lund Humphries, June 2017. 176 pp. 

Hardcover $69.99. 

Bryant Julius and Susan Weber 

eds. John Lockwood Kipling: Arts and 

Crafts in the Punjab and London. With 

contributions by Elizabeth James, 

Sandra Kemp, Christopher Marsden et 

al. Yale University Press, 2017. 496 pp. 

Hardcover $75.00. 

Buratti-Hasan, Sandra, Sophie Kevran 

et al. La nature silencieuse: Paysages 

d’Odilon Redon. Snoeck, 2016. 261 pp. 

Paperback $45.00. 

Busch, Werner. Adolph Menzel: The Quest 

for Reality. Getty Publications, 2017. 

284 pp. Hardcover $65.00. 

Childs, Adrienne L. and Susan H. 

Libby. The Black Figure in the European 

Imaginary. The Cornell Fine Arts 

Museum, in association with D. Giles 

Limited, 2017. 80 pp. Paperback $30.00. 

Coane, Stephanie et al. The Cloud-Capped 

Towers: Shakespeare in Soane’s Architectural 

Imagination. Pimpernel Press, 2016. 48 

pp. Paperback $14.95.

Cogeval, Guy, Yves Badetz, Paul Perrin, 

and Marie-Paule Vial. Spectaculaire 

Second empire. Flammarion, 2016. 320 

pp. Hardcover $75.00. 

Costaras, Nicola ed. A Changing Art: 

Nineteenth-Century Painting Practice and 

Conservation. Archetype, 2017. 180 pp. 

Paperback $80.00. 

Cremona, Alessandro. Disegni di 

architetture romane di Augustin-Theophile 

Quantinet (1795-1867). Galleria Paolo 

Antonacci, 2016. 78 pp. Paperback. 

$42.50.

Dalon, Laure ed. Fantin-Latour: À fleur de 

peau. With contributions by Xavier Rey, 

Valérie Lagier, Bridgit Alsdorf  et al. 

Réunion des Musées Nationaux, 2016. 

Hardcover $37.00.

Dandona, Jessica M. Nature and the 

Nation in Fin-de-Siècle France: The Art 

of Émile Galle and the École de Nancy. 

Routledge, 2017. 272 pp. Hardcover 

$149.95.

Davidson, Kathleen. Photography, Natural 

History and Nineteenth-Century Museum: 

Exchanging Views of Empire. Routledge, 

2017. 296 pp. Hardcover $150.00. 

Del Cimmuto, Pasquale. Il vero e il 

sentimento. Abruzzo e abruzzesi nella pittura 

dell’Ottocento. Capponi, 2016. 196 pp. 

Hardcover $75.00.

Delamaire, Marie-Stephanie, Lasting 

Impressions: The Artist of  Currier & Ives.  

Winterthur Museum, 2016. 40 pp. 

Paperback $12.95. 

Elson, Verity. Creating the Countryside: 

The Rural Idyll: 1600-2017. Edited by 

Rosemary Shirley. Holberton, 2017. 120 

pp. Paperback $40.00.

Farigoule, Jérôme and Charlotte 

Manzini eds. L’oeil de Baudelaire. With 

contributions by Mathilde Labbé, 

NEW BOOKS
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Robert Kopp, Dominique de Font 

Réaulx et al. Éditions Paris Musées, 

2016. 192 pp. Paperback $52.50.

Fornari, Bruno et al. Verhaeren Verbeeld - 

Le regard de Verhaeren. Snoeck, 2016. 

304 pp. Paperback $59.95. 

Forster, Kurt W. Schinkel: A Meander 

Through His Life and Work. Birkhäuser, 

2017. 

400 pp. Hardcover $59.95. 

Foster, Kathleen. American Watercolor 

in the Age of Homer and Sargent. Yale 

University Press, in association with the 

Philadelphia Museum of Art, 2017. 432 

pp. Hardcover $65.00.

Frank Frédérick, Belinda Thomson, and 

Anne Leonard. Tintamarre! Instruments 

de musique dans l’art: 1860-1910. Hazan, 

2017. 336 pp. Hardcover $30.50. 

Frasca-Rath, Anna and Annette 

Wickham. John Gibson: A British Sculptor 

in Rome. Royal Academy of Arts, 2016. 

72 pp. Paperback $22.50. 

Fraser, Elisabeth. Mediterranean 

Encounters: Artists Between Europe and 

the Ottoman Empire. Pennsylvania 

State University Press, 2017. 320 pp. 

Hardcover $89.95. 

Fussman, Klaus, Vincent van Gogh. 

Hirmer, 2017. 64 pp. Paperback $13.00.

Galassi, Susan Grace et al. Turner’s 

Modern and Ancient Ports: Passages through 

Time Yale University Press, in association 

with The Frick Collection, 2017. 176 pp. 

Hardcover $45.00. 

Garric, Jean-Philippe. L’École de Percier: 

Imaginer et batir le XIXe siècle. Mare 

et Martin, 2016. 700 pp. Paperback 

$59.95. 

Godin, Alexis and Kathleen M. Morris 

eds. Orchestrating Elegance: Alma-Tadema 

and the Marquand Music Room. Yale 

University Press, for the Clark Art 

Institute, June 2017. 160 pp. Hardcover 

$40.00. 

Gall, Hughues, Adrien Goetz, and 

Francis Hammond. A Day with Claude 

Monet in Giverny. Paris: Flammarion, 

2017. 224 pp. Hardcover, $34.95. 

Gilley, Sheridan, Maria Perry, and 

Michael Hall. Farm Street: The Story of the 

Jesuits’ Church in London. Unicorn Press, 

2017. 120 pp. Hardcover $55.00. 

Grabner, Sabine and Agnes Husslein. 

That Biedermeier? Amerling, Waldmüller 

and more. Hirmer, 2016. 312 pp. 

Hardcover $65.00.

Green-Lewis, Jennifer, Victorian 

Photography, Literature and the Invention 

of Modern Memory: Already the Past. 

Bloomsbury Publishing, 2017. 192 pp. 

Hardcover $114.00. 

Guardiano, Nicholas. Aesthetic 

Transcendentalism in Emerson, Peirce, and 

Nineteenth-Century American Landscape 

Painting. Lexington Books, 2016. 184 

pp. Hardcover $80.00. 

Haasner,Tom, Elena Hahn, and Franzis-

ka Stephan. Sehnsucht. Landschaft: Würz-

burg und die romantische Landschaftsmalerei 

des 19. Jahrhunderts. Edited by Nico 

Kirchberger. Deutscher Kunstverlag, 

2017. 96 pp. Hardcover $39.50. 

Harkett, Daniel and Katie Hornstein 

eds. Horace Vernet and the Thresholds of 

Nineteenth-Century Visual Culture. With 

contributions by Nina Athanassoglou-

Kallmyer, Marie-Claude Chaudonneret, 

Nicolas Schaub et al. University Press of 

New England, 2017. 280 pp. Paperback 

$40.00. Hardcover $95.00.

Hecker, Sharon. A Moment’s Monument: 

Medardo Rosso and the International 

Origins of Modern Sculpture. University 

of California Press, 2017. 288 pp. 

Hardcover $65.00.

Hilaire, Michel, Kimberly Jones, and 

Paul Perrin. Frédéric Bazille and the Birth 

of Impressionism. Flammarion, 2017. 334 

pp. Hardcover $49.95. 

Holzenberg, Eric. For Art’s Sake: The 

Aesthetic Movement in Print & Beyond 

1870-1890, from the Collection of Eric 

Holzenber. The Grolier Club, 2017. 136 

pp. Hardcover $50.00.

Ilde, Marino. Esotismo. Architettura e 

arti decorative nelle esposizioni universali. 

1851-1900. Altralinea, 2017. 212 pp. 

Paperback $75.00.  

Illan Martin, Magdalena. Luis Jimenez 

Aranda: Un pintor sevillano en el París de 

la “Belle Époque.” Diputacion de Sevilla, 

2016.  209 pp. Paperback $22.50.

Jaubert, Alain. J.M.W. Turner: Les carnets 

secrets. Cohen & Cohen, 2016. 281 pp. 

Hardcover $100.00. 

Jones, Anna Maria and  Rebecca N. 

Mitchell eds. Drawing on the Victorians: 

The Palimpsest of Victorian and Neo-

Victorian Graphic. With contributions by 

Christine Ferguson, Kate Flint,  Linda 

K. Hughes et al. Ohio University Press, 

2017. 386 pp. Hardcover $80.00. 

Kalba, Laura Anne. Color in the Age of 

Impressionism: Commerce, Technology, and 

Art. Pennsylvania State University Press, 

June 2017. 288 pp. Hardcover $84.95. 

Lancaster, Shan ed. Constable in Brighton: 

Something Out of Nothing. Scala, 2017.

144 pp. Paperback $39.95. 
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Lajer-Burcharth, Ewa and Elizabeth M. 

Rudy. Drawing: The Invention of a Modern 

Medium. With contributions by Trent 

Barnes, Samuel Ewing, Sarah Grandin 

et al Harvard Art Museums, 2017. 300 

pp. Paperback $20.00. 

Latham, Marc and Laure Latham. 

George Daniel de Monfreid: Artiste et 

confident de Gauguin. Éditions de 

l’Officine, 2016. 378 pp. Paperback 

$52.50.

Lippert, Sarah. The Paragone in 

Nineteenth-Century Art. Routledge, 2017. 

306 pp. Hardcover $149.95.

Lochnan, Katharine , Roald Nasgaard, 

Bogomila Welsh-Ovcharov et al. 

Mystical Landscapes. From Vincent van 

Gogh to Emily Carr. Prestel, 2016. 356 

pp. Hardcover $60.00.

Mainardi, Patricia. Another World: 

Nineteenth-Century: Illustrated Print 

Culture. Yale University Press, 2017. 304 

pp.  Hardcover $65.00.

Malone, Hannah. Architecture, Death and 

Nationhood: Monumental Cemeteries of 

Nineteenth-Century Italy. Routledge, 2017. 

Hardcover $149.95.

Marrinan, Michael. Gustave Caillebotte: 

Painting the Paris of Naturalism, 1872-

1887. Getty Research Institute, 2017. 

416 pp. Hardcover $69.95.

Martinez, Jean-Luc, Benjamin 

Millepied, and Georges Vigarello. Corps 

en mouvement: La danse au musée. Seuil, in 

association with the Musée du Louvre, 

2016. 156 pp.  Paperback $49.95. 

Meghani, Kajal. Splendours of the 

Subcontinent: A Prince’s Tour of India, 

1875-6. Royal Collection Trust, 2017. 

200 pp. Hardcover $39.95.

Michel, Alice. Degas and his Model. 

Translated by Jeff Nagy. David Zwirner, 

2017. 

64 pp. Paperback $12.95

Moran, Claire. Staging the Artist: 

Performance and the Self-Portrait from 

Realism to Expressionism. Routledge, 

2016. 240 pp. Hardcover $150.00. 

Morehead, Allison. Nature’s Experiments 

and the Search for Symbolist Form. 

Pennsylvania State University Press, 

2017. 230 pp. Hardcover $89.95.

Moyle, Franny. Turner: The Extraordinary 

Life and Momentous Times of J.M.W. 

Turner. Penguin Press, 2016. 528 pp. 

Hardcover $35.00.

Nichols, Aidan. All Great Art is Praise: Art 

and Religion in John Ruskin. The Catholic 

University of America Press, 2016. 560 

pp. Hardcover $75.00.

Ormond, Richard and Elaine 

Kilmurray. Sargent’s Watercolours: A New 

Look. D. Giles, 2017.168 pp. Hardcover 

$44.95. 

Pacilio, Giovanni and Alison Zanier. 

Daumier: Un occhio critico. Pendragon, 

2016. 

78 pp. Paperback $22.50. 

Pearce, Susan and Theresa Ormrod. 

Charles Robert Cockerell in the 

Mediterranean: Letters and Travels, 1810-

1817. Boydell Press, June 2017. 336 pp. 

Hardcover $90.00. 

Pearson, Lynn. Victorian and Edwardian 

British Industrial Architecture. Crowood 

Press, 2016. 160 pp. Hardcover $39.95. 

Pierson, Stacey J. Private Collecting, 

Exhibitions, and the Shaping of Art History 

in London: The Burlington Fine Arts Club. 

Routledge, 2017. 213 pp. Hardcover 

$150.00. 

Prache, Denys and Veronique de la 

Hougue. Joseph Dufour: Génie des papiers 

peints. Mare et Martin with the Musée 

des Arts Décoratifs, 2016. 417 pp. 

Hardcover $110.00. 

Prettejohn, Elizabeth. Modern Painters, 

Old Masters: The Art of Imitation from the 

Pre-Raphaelites to the First World War. Yale 

University Press, in association with 

the Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in 

British Art, 2017, 288 pp. Hardcover 

$75.00.

Roos, Jane M. French 

Impressionism. Oxford Bibliographies 

in “Art History.”  Ed. Thomas DaCosta 

Kaufmann.   New York:  Oxford 

University Press, launch date 2017-01-

11.  http://www.oxfordbibliographies.

com

Savoia, Enzo and Stefano Bosi. Antonio 

Mancini: Genio ribelle. Bottegantica, 2016. 

155 pp. Paperback $27.50. 

Schröder, Klaus Albrecht. Pointillism: 

From End to Beginning: Seurat, van Gogh, 

Matisse and Picasso. Hirmer, 2017. 224 

pp. Hardcover $62.00.

Singletary, Suzanne M. James McNeill 

Whistler and France: A Dialogue in Paint, 

Poetry, and Music. Routledge, 2017. 204 

pp. Hardcover, $149.95.

Sgarbi, Vittorio and  Valeria Poli. 

Francesco Ghittoni tra Fattori e Morandi. 

Skira, 2016 Paperback $52.50.

Staudacher, Elisabetta et al. Brera 

1891: L’Esposizione che rivoluzionò l’arte 

moderna. Gallerie Maspes, 2016. 166 pp. 

Paperback $35.00.

Stevens, MaryAnne. Alfred Sisley: 

Impressionist Master. With contributions 

by Richard Shone and Kathy Adler. 
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Yale University Press, 2017. 192 pp. 

Hardcover $65.00.

Thomson, Richard, Seurat’s Circus 

Sideshow. Metropolitan Museum of 

Art,144 pp. Paperback $30.00.

Thomson, Richard. Vincent van Gogh: 

Starry Night. Museum of Modern Art, 

2017. 

56 pp. Paperback $19.95.

Tóibín, Colm, Marc Simpson, and 

Declan Kiely. Henry James and American 

Painting. Pennsylvania State University 

Press, co-published with The Morgan 

Library & Museum, June 2017. 

Hardcover $40.00.

Topp, Leslie. Freedom and the Cage: 

Modern Architecture and Psychiatry in 

Central Europe, 1890–1914. Pennsylvania 

State University Press, 2017. 256 pp. 

Hardcover $99.95. 

Vahdat, Vahid. Occidentalist Perceptions 

of European Architecture in Nineteenth-

Century Persian Travel Diaries: Travels in 

Farangi Space. Routledge, 2017. 188 pp. 

Hardcover $155.00.

Villeneuve de Janti, Charles Émile 

Friant 1863-1932: le dernier naturaliste? 

With contributions by Sophie Harent, 

Marine Kisiel, Michèle Leinen et al. 

Somogy, in association with the Musée 

des Beaux-Arts, Nancy, 2016. Paperback 

$48.95.

Virno, Cinzia ed.  Antonio Mancini 

1852-1930: Il Piccolo Savoiardo - Storia ed 

Analisi di un Capolavoro. Antiga, 2016. 64 

pp. Hardcover $32.50.  

Waggoner, Diane, Russell Lord, and 

Jennifer Raab. East of the Mississippi: 

Nineteenth-Century American Landscape 

Photography. Yale University Press, in 

association with the National Gallery of 

Art, Washington, D.C., 2017. 288 pp. 

Hardcover $55.00. 

Weisberg,  Gabriel P., Janet Whitmore 

and Petra T. D. Chu. Toward a New 19th 

Century Art, Selections from the Radichel 

Collection. Jim Bindas and Antique 

Collectors, 2017. 144 pp. Paperback 

$35.00.

Westgarth, Mark. The Emergence of the 

Antique and Curiosity Dealer 1815 – c. 

1850: The Commodification of Historical 

Objects. 228 pp. Routledge, 2017 

Hardcover $149.95. 

Westheider, Ortrud and Michael Philipp 

eds. Impressionism: The Art of Landscape. 

With contributions by Anke Daemgen, 

Christoph Henrich, Richard Shiff et 

al.  Prestel, 2017. 248 pp. Hardcover 

$50.00.

Wild, Tessa. William Morris Rediscovered: 

Early Years at Red House. Philip Wilson, 

in association with the National, 2017. 

272 pp. Hardcover $65.00. 

Woods, Naurice Frank, Jr. Henry 

Ossawa Tanner: Art, Faith, Race, and 

Legacy. Routledge, June 2017. 352 pp. 

Hardcover $149.95. 

Yorke, Trevor. Gothic Revival Architecture. 

Shire, June 2017. 64 pp. Paperback 

$14.00.

ROBERT ALVIN ADLER
Copyeditor

(articles copyeditor for 
Nineteenth-Century Art Worldwide)

freelance work accepted
for information and rates, 

please contact:
raa@19thc-artworldwide.org
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